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LE T H IE S  DIMW 
U M E  ATTENMNCE
Experto Speak on Subjects of Im 
portanco to the Hoi^cultural 
> Industry
The series of valuable lectdres on 
horticultural subjects, delivered by 
visiting experts under the auspices o ' 
th e  Departm ent of Agriculture, on 
■Wednesday and Thursday of last 
week, in the M orrison Hall, attract 
ing a large attendance, aggregating 
in all some S70 persons, who followct 
the speakers with keen attention.
: The first spcakcf on Wednesday 
, afternoon was Mr. P . S. Darlington 
H orticulturist for the W enatchee dis 
trict, W ashington, on the subject o ' 
"P rehard  Cover Crops," but he dealt 
alm ost entirely with alfalfa. About 
twelve years ago. he said, the question 
of orchard soil fertility was meeting 
Uic‘ j^rbwers of (Wenatchee district 
and th e ' orchardsv were apparently 
going back. Today, the best orchards 
“were ver^ evident by the thrifty ap­
pearance of the trees and the in 
•creased yields of fruit, and such or 
chards were all seeded down to al­
falfa.. Glean cultivation ., had been 
abandoned, as it caused the humus to 
disappear too rapidly. * When once a 
good stand of alfalfa was obtained in 
bn  orchard, it was allowed to remain 
'and was never cut. Even when hay 
was. requlred for stock, it was pur- 
;cha$ed rather than take it away from 
\thh orchard; H e  believed, that the 
■problem of orchard soil fertility, had 
‘ been solved at W enatchee by this 
means, but he could not recommend 
th e  planting of alfalfa in every cir­
cumstance. ' — ^
Mr. R. H. Helmer, ' superintendent 
rof the ‘ Dothinion Experim ental Sta- 
.tion at Summerland, followed with an 
application of w hat Mr. Darlington 
.had > said about alfalfa to the Okan­
agan. H e said tha t he. had gone to 
W enatchee last year in a sceptical 
mood but he had returned fully con­
vinced as to the value of alfalfa. He 
advised going slow, however, making 
sure tha t plenty of water was avail­
ably before sowing alfalfa and ;that 
th e ‘ trees were well able to compete 
w ith the alfalfa for a few years.
, Mr. J . R. Terry , Chief Poultry In­
structor for B. C., gave a very  inter­
esting and instructive inform ar talk 
—on-the^subjectntyfr-poultry raising in
connection with fruit growing. He 
pointed out the ̂ advantages of a small 
flbck o f  chickens and advised on 
m any profitable methods and means 
to  prevent disease.
At the evening meeting, 'which was 
well attended, Mr. H. H. Evans, Dis­
trict Inspector, 'Vernon, spoke on in­
sect pests and diseases, o f which he 
has made a  study-for a. number of 
jrears. H e mentioned the different 
insects which a re Qf_economic—inw
f>ortance and gave detailed methods or their control, treating o f different 
Gspray m aterials,, their efficiency and 
application. V H e stated that he had 
given special attention to the Codling 
Moth during the past year, and he 
believed that, with sufficient co-oper- 
. (Continued oh Page 2)
SAVINGS BANK .d e p o s i t s  I 
SHOW  LARGE DECREASE
. OTTAW A, Marcli .1.—Tot.il de­
posits amounting to $42,334,812 were 
at the credit of depositors in Post 
Office and Government Savings 
Banks on March 31, 1920, for the year 
ending that date, according to a rc- 
imrt made on these h.inks by the 
Deputy Minister of Piiiancc. This
was a decrease of $10,722,205 from the 
total deposits on March 31, 1919,
ALIENS CANNOT OWN
LAND IN WASHINGTON
OLYM PIA, Wash,, March 3.-rBy a 
vote of 36 to 2 the State Senate 
passed the anti-alien land ownership
bill yesterday, afternoon. The bili^is 
ifaS I 111 I r to that recently adopted in
California, and will prohibit aliens 
from owning land in this state




KOOTENAY POWER FOR 
THE OKANAGAN VALLEY
Pendleton W ill Probably Get Supply 
This Fall—-Prospects for Kelowna 
Uncertain
Mayor Sutherland .and Mr. W. E. 
Adams represented Kelowna at a 
conference at Penticton on Tuesday 
of last week of rcp^'csentatives: of 
Penticton, Naramata, Summerland 
and Kelowna with Mr. Lom e Camp- 
)eil, manager of the W est Kootenay 
Power & Light Co,
All the delegates presented the case 
for power connections with their dis­
tricts, and, as the result of the dis­
cussion and information conveyed, 
Mr. Campbell announced that, if ar­
rangements can be made with Pen­
ticton a t a rate agreed upon, he 
thought he .would be safe in saying 
that the Company would be ready to 
supply-pow er-to  -that tow n-by~Sep- 
tember or O ctober at latest. He judged 
that-N aram ata could best be supplied 
>y an extension of Penticton’s system, 
as the distance was short. The Com­
pany would build a secondary line to 
Summerland,’ if they brought pow'er 
into Penticton. As to  Kelowna, he 
did not like to make any positive 
statement without thorough investi­
gation. There would be no difficulty 
n carrying the power line across the 
ake by cable, but he thought consid­
erable distance would be saved : by 
taking the fine up the east side of the 
ake. He . estimated the co st , ol 
milding from the main power line to 
Penticton and installing a stepping 
down station, there at from $200,000 
to $225,000, and to carry the line . to 
iCelowna, would involve a further 
arge-expenditure.
Mr. Campbell spoke of the advan-
VEGETABLE GROWERS FORM 
OKANAGAN ASSOCIATION
LARGELY ATTENDED MEETING ON FRIDAY DECIDES UPON  
O R G ANIZATIO N-ADDRESS BY THE MARKETS COMMIS­
SIO N E R -L E N G T H Y  DISCUSSION ON TH E PRICE OF
TOMATOES '
As tlic result of a preliminary 
meeting held on Saturday, Feb. 12, a 
large number of onion growers, be­
sides those engaged in the culture of 
other vegetables, answered the call to 
a meeting on Friday m orning for the 
purpose of forming a protective or­
ganic,nition for the industry. The 
Board of Trade room was well filled, 
the attendance numbering over sixty, 
and the only regrettable feature was 
that the. North Okanagan was not 
represented by delegates..
Mr. W. Price was chosen as chair­
man and Mr, G. D. Cameron as sec~ 
rctary. A fter the. minutes of the pre­
ceding meeting l^ad been read and 
adopted, a letter "was read from the 
secretary of the United Farm ers at 
Armstrong, stating that the onion 
growing industry in that district was 
carried on almo.sf entirely by Chinese, 
there being only one white mait who 
was- growing onions to ,ihy con^der- 
ablc extent, and that there was \not 
much ciiance of sending a delcgate^^
, Mr.. Price, who made an exceller 
chairman, shepherding the discursiv^ 
speakers always in evidence at farm­
ers’ meetings back to the main sub­
ject firmly but without friction, and 
expediting the proceedings as much 
as- possible, explained the purpose of 
the gathering and asked speakers to 
be brief and to the point.
Mr. J. F. Guest moved, and it was
cars at $20 per ton in O nUrio when 
$30 per ton was being asked here, 
and ^a Dominioh-widc organization 
would tend to secure more uniform­
ity of prices.
On being put to a vote, Mr. 
Swordy’s motion was defeated by 11
to 6, a large number not yotin 
Messrs. J. '
moved: Tnat there be a committee of
Guest and J. Taylor
S O V lk x  AGAIN IN
CONTROL OF PETROGRAD
H ELSIN G FO R S, Finland, March 
3.—The rebellion in Petrograd has 
been suppressed by the Soviet Gov 
eminent, aiicording to dispatches re 
-ceived here today. At one time the 
striking vvorktiicn and mutinous sol­
diers and sailors were reported to 
control 'most of the city;
OVER ELEVEN MILLIONS
FOR HOUSING SCHEMES
OTTAW A. March 3.—A total of 
almost eleven and tlircc-adarter mil­
lions was advanced bv the Federal 
government to provincial liousinrr 
schemes during the fiscal year ended 
March 31, 1920. Of this amount On- 
t.irlo received $8.7.‘?0.000: Manitoba, 
*1.580.000; Briti.sh Columbia, $750 000: 
New Brunswick, $600,000, and Que­
bec, $60,000.
seven who shall elect theii* officers.
Mr. Hercr'on advised that, as the 
association Was to embrace the whole 
Okanagan, the committee should in­
clude representatives of districts 
Other than Kelowna.
Mr. Swordy held that,,:: owing to the 
failure of other districts tp send 
representatives, although notified of 
the meeting, it was hardly possible to 
appoint members of the committee 
for such places, but each locality in 
the Kelowna district should be repre­
sented on the committee, . •
The'm otion carried.
The following nam'eS were put for- 
\vard for choice as members of the 
committee:’ Messrs. W. Price. J. F. 
Guest, M. Hereron, T. W. S. Taylor,\uu  . __ _
Geo. Mon ford, T. Swordy, D. Gel- 
latly, L. Dilworth. G. D. Cameron.
C. E. Weeks,. W. H. Stonehotise. and 
Capt. Mutrie, Vernon. Mr. R  Hume 
was also nominated but declined. ^
■ Owing to so many useful men be­
ing nominated. Mr. Hereron Urged
l ages ot an am pli supply of cheap 
power for irrigation purposes. It 
would be possible to lift waiter 200 feet, 
and thus a large area of land which 
cannot be watered by a gravity sys­
tem could be irrigated by power 
>umps, and the production of the val-
y would be enormously increased, 
he present output of power a t Bon- 
nington, which is 180 miles from
enticton, is 40,000 hOrse-power, but 
maximum of 400,000 is available. 
Mayor Sutherland having stated 
that Kelowna would retain its steam 




LONDON, March 3.—Many influ­
ential members of both Houses of 
Parliam ent met last night, the Duke 
‘of Northum berland presiding, to  con­
sider the subject of Bolshevist con­
spiracy against liberty and democratic 
institutions in general and the safety 
o f the British Em pire in particular. 
The principal feature of the meeting 
was the presentation of a report by a 
com m ittee which has investigated the 
subject since the meeting over which 
the Duke presided last July.
Speaking of the report, the Duke 
said it was manifest there was a con- 
‘spiracy a t work which aimed at the 
destruction of all religion, all morals, 
all property and all forms of govern­
ment throughout the United King­
dom, India, the British Colonie.s, 
France and America. “Our demo­
cratic institutions and particularly our 
tr&de unions," he said, "are to be de-. 
stroyed and replaced by an autocratic
dictatorship of a small m inority worse 
than any tyranny known in tiistocy.
T he Irish rebellion is only a part of 
the movement. Ireland is at present 
the b ittle-front of the revolutionaries, 
their immediate aim being to compel 
us to keep so large a garrison in th.it 
country that the forces left in Great 
Britain will be inadequate to  deal 
with the Communist rising which is 
' being prepared. The situation in India 
and Egypt is equally grave.’*
The report of the committee says
Brotherhood, revolutionary societies 
ifi India, Communist party  in Grc.it 
Britain, Industrial W orkers of ' the 
W orjd in America and Australia, and 
various advanced revolutionary labor 
societies are affiliated with the Third 
Internationale, and it is believed they 
are all working in the common cause 
sgaihs't tht: Eiripirc.
>ell assured him that there would be 
no danger of interruption to the ser­
vice given by his Company, as every 
precaution was taken to safeguard it, 
and Kelowna and Penticton could 
safely junk their plants, if they got 
the W est Kootenay power.
Mayor Sutherland feels somewhat 
optimistic tha t the W est Kootenay 
Power Co. will eventually extend 
their line to the North Okanagan, 
owing to the splendid market that will 
be open to them for their power in 
Kelowna and Vernon and possibly 
Armstrong and Enderby, but there is 
no definite assurance as to when the 
line will reach here.
duly seconded, that actual steps be the number of the committee be 
taken to form an organization tha t J,” ';’' . 
day, and that, at the conclusion of ,?^^®°- ® elected'and that the remain-
MANY RE$OLimON.UT 
U. F. B. C. CONVENTION
A U TO M O B ILE A S S N .
TO C O N TIN U E W ORK
Annual Meeting Decides Unnni- 
ippusly to Carry On
Long and Strenuous Sessions at Van 
couver Last Week
to fifteen, that those nomi-
the-m eeting,-an-executive"be~form ed ’TS Places on ̂ the cotnmittee_be. held
representative of the Okanag;an Val- 
ley.
Col. Pringle wanted to know if the 
proposed association would embrace 
growers of other kinds of vegetables, 
and, to meet this point, Mr. C; R. 
W eeks moved, and it' was seconded, 
that the title of the association should
open_ for representatives from other 
districts in the Okanagan.
By general consent, the motion al­
ready ^passed to  make the number of 
committeemen seven was amended to 
provide for fifteen, and the chair de­
clared those whose mames are given 
above as duly elected.
'include vegetables generally in addi-! was^ decided to  select the first 
Lion to onions, such as “The Qnion I m eeting in
and Vegetables Association.’’ JHe a r­
gued that most ' people raised more 
than : one . line of produce, and the 
name shpuld therefore be made in­
clusive.
Mr. Price thought there was a 
needless distinction made between 
onions and other vegetables in the 
suggested title, and he suggested that 
the term  “Vegetable Growers” would 
be sufficiently comprehensive to emr 
brace producers of all kinds of tnirV.
Mr. D. Gellatly differed. Ke 
thought, as onion-growing formed the 
principal industry that required o r­
ganization and protection, it should 
have prominence in the name of the 
proposed association, otherwise a 
false impression might be created as 
to the latter.
Mr. Weeks said that, as. he did not 
grow onions, there \vbuld be no ob­
jec t in his joining an Onion Growers’ 
Association pure and simple.
Finally, Mr. W eeks’ views pre- 
vailed, and his motion was carried,
OBITUARY
Arthur Daniel Elijah Bilton
• On Thursday of last week, Mr. Ar­
thur Daniel Elijah Bilton passed sud­
denly away at his home' on Ladder 
Avenue, Woodlawn. The deceased, 
who had beep suffering from severe 
heart trouble for some years, died 
while seated .ilone in the house at the 
table writing a letter, for it was ■ in 
this manner that he was found. He 
was 58 years of age and was a native 
of Danville, Quc. About tw o-years 
ago, on account of his health, he left 
his farm at Youngstown, Alta., and 
came to reside in Kelowna, living for 
some time at the southern end of 
Richter Street. His health had ap­
parently greatly improved, so that 
his sudden end came as a severe shock 
to his wife and three sons.
The funeral took place on Sunday 
afternoon from the undertaking p v  
lors of the Kelowna Furniture Com­
pany. the Rev. E. D. Braden conduct­
ing the service.
SINN FEINERS ARE BUSY
W ITH TORCH IN ENGLAND
LONDON, March 3.—An epidemic 
of fires on English .farms last night
, . was charged today to be due to Irish
it is known that the Irish Republican j::;epublicans. Buildings and hayricks
were saturated with petrol beforerbe- 
ing firfcd. Scattered over-a wide ter­
ritory, the destruction included seven 
fires in Manchester district, and oth­
ers occurred in Kingsbury, Middlesex, 
Catford and Kent. The burning of 
the Blackstonc Tiinction railway sta­
tion in Scatlaiid was - also attributed 
th Sinn Feiners.
then moved that the name of "Okan­
agan Onion and Vegetable Growers’ 
Association” be selected. Carried un­
animously.
On second thoughts, Mr, Swordy 
wanted to have his motion rescinded 
and the name selected of “Canadian 
Onion and Vegetable Growers’ As­
sociation,” on the grounds that the 
organization should embrace the 
whole country to be really effective 
and the fact that there was also an 
Okanogan in the United States might 
cause some confusion. He moved to 
that effect, seconded by Mr. Marty.
Mr. M. Hereron thought we had 
enough to do to look after our o\vn 
affairs without going so far afield.
Mr. Swordy pointed bu t tha t wc 
were now in competition with the 
East, as onions were being put on the
stead of the'cbminitteeL. as originally
proposed, and  the following were 
chosen unanimously: President, W.
P rice ;:, Vice-President;I 1/. D ilwortli; 
SecretaryTTrieasurer, G. D. Caineron.
T he chairm anjpointed dut that the 
Executive wbiil^ ̂ have, to  d raw . up a 
coristitution.'.which could n o t be done 
at once, alhd it ■would be in order to 
make suggestions as to  points it was 
desired' to have iiicbi^orated. .
Mr. Guest suggested that 'a sheet 
he passed rounds for signature by
those who desired to join the associa­
tion.
On the o ther hand. Mr. C. H. 
Bond thought that the constitution 
should be drawn up before people 
were asked to join, as the programme 
might include other things which 
some might not approve of, such as 
free water, for instance. (Laughter.)
Mr. Iwashiia wanted to know the 
general objects for which the asso­
ciation was being formed.
President Price suggested that half
M r.’,T. S w o rd y  and Col. Pringle discussion would help to
bring the views of the m eeting before 
the Executive, so_ th a t the latter could 
draft out a constitution and subm it it 
after the lunch hour.
In reply to a query by Mr. E. A. 
Day as to >vhcther there were other 
associations of qnion growers, Mr. 
Weeks said there were such bodies
Over a  hundred resolutions were 
handled at the annual convention of 
the United Farm ers of B. ,C., held at 
Vancouver from Tuesday to Thurs 
day of last week. Among.st those of 
chief importance was the decision to 
refrain from direct political action as 
a body, while in no way interfering 
with the liberty of any individual 
member. Local, D istrict or Division, 
in prom oting political action , in the 
interests of a farm er candidate. Mr. 
W. J. Coe, of W oods Lake, took a 
prominent part in the debate on poli 
tical action, to which he is opposed, 
'ind he strongly criticized President 
Cooeland and the organizer for their
Mr. Cope-recent political activities, 
land made the defence that the time 
he spent was his own and the, money 
he contributed to campaign funds was 
his oWii. an exDlahaition which was 
received with cheers.
Another resolution carried .livas a 
request that legislation be ‘ enacted 
for the m arking of all produce grown 
or pu t' up by Orientals, w hether do­
mestic or: imported.
I t  w^s recom m ended-that it be per-1_______ ________ • -fl  ̂ 'mitted to  kill bear - as “vermin” re-
god less of any close season, when 
found within two miles of any school 
house. '  '
_ In view of the approaching Im per­
ial Conference, the provincial gov­
ernment will be urged to aoooint a 
commission to obtain reliable data on 
the Oriental question in the province. 
An—invjthtion^^ill—be--€x4cnded—to
all the agricultural societies in the 
province to  attend a conference for 
the purpose of discussing a olan for 
the organization of a Council of Agri­
culture.
The officers elected for 1921 are; 
President. Mr. R. A. Copeland. Lumr 
byj First Vice-President, Mr. J. L. 
Pridham, Kelowna; Second Vice-; 
President. Mr. W. F. Laidman, V er­
non; Third Vice-President, Mr. Colin 
Muir. Chilliwack. -Mr. W. J. Coe was 
chosen as D irector for South O kan­
agan.----- -—
ADDITIONAL LOCALS
Mrs. F. R, Shikora', M aster Earl 
and Miss Sonia returned last week 
from an extended visit to Spokane 
and W alla Walla, W ash.
in the East, and M r ^ e l la t ly  adviked
that the secretary i ^ n  touch w ithj Weddell on W ednesday
the Onion Growei^’ Association hf 
Oregon, which had 'been  in existence 
for a number of years, and get a copy 
of its constitution.
Mr. Bond said it was claimed there 
was over-production last year and it 
had been suggested that the acreage 
should be cut down this season, but, 
if this was done, the Orientals would 
probably double theirs. T o  his mind, 
(Continued on P a g e '5)
OFFICERS ELECTED AT 
ANNUAL MEETING K.A.A.C.
The annual meeting of the Kblowna 
Amateur Athletic Club was held in 
the Board of Trade rooms last even­
ing, a large number of old and pros­
pective members being in attendance. 
The chief business before the as­
sembly was the election of officers, 
the balloting resulting in H. A. 
Chapin being elected P resid en t, Dr. 
W right, Vice-President, and J. C. 
Urquhart, Secretary-Treasurer. The 
Executive comprises Messrs. Garner* 
F. M. Buckland and A. D. Weddell.
Membership fee will he the same as 
last year, $2.00, and it is the intention 
to thoroughly canvass the city for 
members, *
The meeting decided to hold a 
Sport.s Day on May 24, possibly in 
conjunction with the Firemen. A 
vote of thanks was extended to Dr. 
W right for his donation of a cup to 
the Basketball League. Owifig to the 
inconvenient night of meeting. The 
Courier representative was unable to 
be present, and therefore the report-s 
of officers will be held over until next 
week’s issue.
KELOWNA FAIR DATE 
FIXED FOR OCTOBER 4-6
At-a meeting of the B. C. Fairs As­
sociation in Vancouver on Friday, the 
first to be held since 1914, the dates 
were set for a num ber of exhibitions 
throughout the province. The Ke­
lowna fair will be held October 4-6.
m orning on a charge of cruelly beat­
ing, his wife. He\ had been fined for 
a like offence about a year ago, and 
this .time he was given two' m onths’ 
hard .labor in Okalla without the 
option of a fine.
Mrs. J. L. W ilson returned on 
Monday from a visit of two months 
to  •her son, Mr. W. G. Wilson, late of 
the Princess Pats, who is now farm­
ing at Ardley, Alberta, and is doing 
well. Beyond a short cold spell, she 
states the Weather during her stay 
was almost as mild as it has been 
here.
Attention is drawn to  the notices 
inserted by the Ladies Hospital Aid 
in the “Announcements” column. The 
Hospital is much in need of help, and 
.a special effort is being made bjr the 
Ladies Aid to  equip eight additional 
beds, which have been installed, with 
linen. For this special purpose an 
Emergency Dance is being held an 
Thursday, March 10, in the Morrison 
Hall, and it is hoped the public will
I t wa.s decided to incorporate the j ^ivc their geneitms support to this
the BenevolentAssociation under 
Societies Act.
The delegates from Kelowna were 
Messrs. S. T. Elliott. J. L.. Pridham 
and W. J. Coe, and Mr. E llio tt was 
elected a director of the Association.
While the date selected will give a 
good opportunity for development of 
color in the fruit, it m ust be remem­
bered that the success of the fair de­
pends largely on sports and other out­
door attractions, and there is risk of 
chilly or broken weather in the first 
week of October which might affect 
the attendance to a costly extent. The 
dates adhered to for many jjears, at 
the end of the second or third week 
of September, could not be improved 
on, taking all things into account, and
means of raising funds for the w or 
thy objects of the Aid.
There was some difficulty in as­
sembling a quorum for the aniui,il 
meeting of the/KclowiiA Automobile 
& Good Roads Association on ’Tues­
day afternoon, in the Board of Trade 
building, hut sixteen . people finally 
gathered and business proceeded. 
President J. Dayton Williams was in' 
the chair, supported by Mr. W. E. 
Adams as secretary.
The President read a report on the 
work of the past year, in which it 
was stated that five meetings of the 
Directors had been held, several 
more having been called at which a 
quorum could not be obtained owing 
to absence of several members of the 
Board or . conflicting engagements.
The Kelowna-Naramata road had 
been presented before the Good Roads 
convention at Nelson last October by 
delegates from the association, and 
had been endorsed, an*d again re­
ceived endorsement at the convention' 
held at Penticton last week, The im­
portance of this very nccessary -lin lf 
in means of communication had been 
strongly pressed.
The association had-been a factor 
in bringing about improvement in' 
regard to the handling of motor-cars 
by the Kelowna-W cstbank ferry.
Road m aps^of'the  Okanagan and 
the Kelowna district had been se­
cured and distributed in quanti|^y on 
the Coast and elsewhere, and a  ̂num­
ber of tourists had visited the dis­
trict last year th rough 'th is  means of . 
advertisement and information.
T he work of -the association was. 
broader last year and covered k wider 
field than at any time during , its 
existence, and in this connection the 
Presidenit paid a warm tribute to  the 
.services of Mr. L. V. Rogers during 
bis tenure of. the secretaryship:' I ts  
financial standing was sound and its 
work for good roads had been very 
valuable.
In  conclusion, Mr. ' 'Williams 
thanked the. members for the honor 
they had done him in electing him 
as President for two successive terms!
The financial lement, read by the 
Secretary, ishowed that 73 members 
bad paid subscriotions last year. The
total receipts came to $203.85'arid ex­
penditures to  $76.72, leaving a balance 
in bank' of $127.13,
Om motion of Messrs. H^ F. Rees
and F. Buckland, the President's r e ­
port and financial statement were 
adopted. -
Mr. 'Vy’illiams said th a t . every one 
at the last annual meeting was in 
favor of continuing the organization, 
and_ wonderful work had been dbne 
during the past year but there was 
lo ts_ 3̂ t_ to_be  f in is^ d . -SurelyMhey-
could' get enough live members to 
continue the work. The association 
had affiliated with the Good Road.s 
League, which was doing more to  in­
fluence the government towards the 
construction and maintenance of 
roads than any member of parliament 
(Continued- on Page 2)
ALLIED NATIONS SERVE 
ULTIMATUM ON GERMANY
LONDON, March 3.—The Allied 
nations today served an ultimatum on 
Germany giving that power until M on­
day to accept the fundamental condi­
tions laid down by the Supreme Al­
lied Council at Paris. The German 
delegates were informed that if Ger­
many docs npt accept the  Allied terms, 
immediate steps will be taken to force 
her. The first step will he occupa-
rion b|^ Allied troops of the j:ities of
Dussefdorf, Duisherg and R uhrort; 
second, each Allied country, will place 
such tax  on German merchandise as
it deems projjer; third, a customs
FRENCH M EDITERRANEAN
FLEET U N DER ORDERS
PARIS. March 3,—A detachment of 
the French M editerranean fleet has 
been ordered to prepare to Sail for an 
unknown destination. I t  is assumed 
the orders have been" is.sued in con­
nection with the Allied ultimatum to 
Germany.
DR. SIMONS URGED TO
REJECT ALLIED DEMANDS
BER LIN . March 3.—The Federa­
tion of German Industries has urged 
Dr. 'Von Simons to remain firm in his 
refusal to Accept the Allied terms, 
the A. & T, Association, in the inter-1 stating it is fully prepared for the 
ts ts  of its finances, should insist upon consequences, however serious. A 
the date being advanced a t least two similar resolution, has heenj.passcd by 
weeks. the EsJcri MmjlcJ|?«il Chtnfcil.
boundary will be established along the 
Rhine under Allied control. The 
delegation was also informed th a t the 
Allies will not reduce the period of 
42 years allotted for payment of the 
total reparations by Germany.
- Prem ier Lloyd George told Dr. 
Von Simons, head of the German 
delegation, that his counter proposals 
submitted on Tuesday Were not sus­
ceptible of examination, that the a tti­
tude taken by the Germans regarding 
reparations was a jgrave violation of 
the obligations of Germany towards 
the Allies, and reminded him that 
Germany had not fulfilled the T reaty  
01 Versailles regarding coal deliveries, 
disarmament, payment of twenty bil­
lion marks in gold and punishment of 
German officers and soldiers guilty 
of w ar crimes. The German dclega- 
tioh announced it would answer be­
fore Monday.
DEMOCRATS W ILL SOON
LOSE THEIR JOBS
W A SH IN G TO N , March 3.—Con­
gress today entered upon, its last 
hours' of life. Both Houses will be 
in session all day, all flight and until 
a few minute^ before noon tomorrow, 







P K m  TWO TM& tCCLOWNA COURieSl Akl> OkANAdAN ORCttARDlST thursCaV, march 3, m i
P R O F E S S IO N A L n i F  ^ F i n i A / l U A  m i l D l F D n ’y the Kelownn association. He 
l i l t .  n L L U f f l l i l  v v I J I I I l - l l  thoHKiJt a really Rood pamphlet cov-
' ’ ■ 1c OkA N D
OR. J .  W. H. SHEPHERD
D EN T IST  
Cor. Pendozi St. ond Lawrence Avc.
O k a n a g a n  O r c h a r d ls t .
Owned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE
SU B SC R IPTIO N  RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
- V
B U R N E  & W E D D E L L
Barrister,
Solicitora and 
Notariea , Public 
E. C. Weddell John F. Burno 
K ELO W N A , B. C.
! To any address in the British Empire 
$2^50 per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries,
$3.00 per year.
I The CO URIER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of stny 
contributed article.
I To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be legibly vviittcn on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
crinjj the whole anagan could be 
published, if all the local associations 
would contribute to it.
Mr. Williams replied that the Van 
cotiver Automobile Club had issued 
a folder covering the whole interior 
of the. province, and it had been 
'argely distributed.
Mr. C. W, Lees suggested that a 
signboard be erected at Penticton or 
a point south, thereof bearing infor­
mation, to tourists .ns to the roads and 
places along the lake and north.
Mr. Sihutions wanted the associa­
tion to take ,steps tp make it easier 
to turn round tlicl “water, boilers" at
R. B. KERR
B .\R R ISTE R  and SO LIC ITO R  
NOTARY PU BLIC
K ELO W N A  - B. C
F . W . G R O V ES
M . C a ll. Hoc. C . K. 
Consulting Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
HiirvHVS a m i R o n y rls  on  I r r iu a t lo i i  W orhii 
A p n llu a tlo n a  for W a te r  mcookoh
K ELO W N A , B. C.
P ianos and  O rgans
Tuned and Repaired 
PO L IS H IN G  and JO IN ER Y  
25 Years’ Experience
A L B E R T  W H IF F IN
Box 608, Kelowna
ADVERTISI^JG RATES 
Classified Advertisements—Sucb ns, 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted,' 
I  etc., undcr'irbeading "W ant Ads." 
First insertion, 15 cents per line; 
each additional insertion^ without 
cliangc of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents. Count five words t o . line. 
,, Eacli initial and . group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o  
The Courier, i f . desired, 10 cents 
extra.
I  Transient and Contract Advertise 
nients—Rates quoted on application 
Lcfjal and Municipal ' A dvertising- 
First insertion, IS ’ cents per line; 
each subsequent insertion, 10 ccnt.s 
I per line.
Contract advertisera will please-note 
r..thaL tq'insure insertion:iu the cur­
rent week’s . issud, all changes of. 
advertisements must reach this
tin; iiitcrsiectioii of strecs. RouniJ 
these tile streets sloped the; ’|vrdiig 
way, so tluit most motorfot's had to 
change gears, otherwise Ithc rear end 
of the car would slcvv.yround instead 
of taking the turn easily and naturally
been found to be the “modified cen­
tral leader.’’ In order to force a bud 
to grow to a lateral branch, it was 
often necessary to prune to two or 
three buds in. advance and to cut 
these off the following year. The 
terminal hud would always ’ grow 
straight up. Mr. Middleton made 
clear the way of jiruning while P ro­
fessor Barss had illustrated the why.
Mr. J. R. Terry concluded the series 
of lectures with a co^icisc and prac­
tical talk on poultry, covering the 
im portant subjects of batching and 
rearing chicks, feeding for eggs or 
for meat, breeding and breeds. He 
advocated tlie use of green feed' to 
keep chiclietis in good condition ra
launched at Halifax there were fewer 
than 20 papers this side of the At­
lantic, but even at so early a date 
a beginning had been made with 
magazines as well. Pliiladcipbia has 
the credit for first place in this 
field, y ind Benjamin Franklin was 
the Ilian who founded magazine 
journalism in the New W orld, as far 
back as 1741.
tlie.r than the u.sc of drugs. In the 
natur.nl slate chickens had to  live on 
vegetation 4 great part of the time
ami only oititaincd seeds at pertain 
seasons. The domesticated fowl is
if the grade was properly sloped. It 
was a inatter tlm t'should be taken up
with the City Council.
_ On the motion pf Messrs. Rees and 
Simmons, a licarty vote of thanks was 
passed to the 'rcti.ring president andA ■ 4 a A ..A M f  ̂ __ I
required to 'p roduce  more and must 
be fed accordingly, but still needs the 
green feed .,
other oHicers for the good work they 




A THRILLIN6 STORY OF 
THE CANADIAN WILDS
Picturesque Screen Version of Novel 
by Sir Gilbert Parker
office by Monday night. This rule. . . .  ------------- 1 ^ .  ,  .
F. Wi&slcsworth
PIA N O F O R T E , SINGING
is in the mutual interests of patrons 
and publisher, to  avoid, a.,congestion 
on W ednesday . and Thursday and 
consequent night .w ork, and. to 
facilitate publication of The Courier 
so as to reach country customers 
before Saturday.'
In “Behold My Wife," which comes 
to the  Empress Theatre on Friday 
and Saturday, George Mclford ha.s 
produced the finest photoplay of his 
career. The veteran producer of 
“Everywoman." “The Sea Wolf." and 
“The Round Up," has fairly outdone
himself in this ■ deeply appealing 
screen version of Sir Gilbert Parker’s
THURSDAY, IWARCH 3, 1921
Residence: Graham St. Phone 1462 [AUTOMODILE ASSN.
TO CONTINUE WORK
W . G. SCOTT . (Continued froni Page 1)
PLU M BIN G , T lN S M IT H IN G  
' G EN ERA L
rS H E E T  M ETA L W O RK  
Phones: Bus. 164 • Res. 91
Pi O . Box 22
that had been sent to. Victoria. He 
asked members to express their views, 
Mr: F. Simmons voiced apprecia­
tion of the . work of the association
[and said he had-found- membership in
vellitig.
V ER N O N  G R A N ITE «
'' •  M ARBLE COi
Q uarrying and Cut Stone Con­
tractors. Monuments,' Tom bstones 
and General Cemetery W ork. . 
Designs and .Prices may. be oh- 
tained frbm  R. Minns,. Local Agent'
WINHAM MORLEY
A R C H ITEC T
Hewetson & ManGe Block 
P. O. Box 244
-r-r
>1
W ard 8c Baidock
CONTRACTORS
Concrete and Brickwork 
' Phone 4804
ADDOTT &  McDOUGALL
-B .X .-LAND-& IIRVEYORS ANDl
C IV IL  EN G IN EER S 
Hewetson & ■ Mantle Block 
K ELO W N A
it  of great - value when trav llin . 
There were many things for the as­
sociation to do, but to  do them it 
would be .necessary to put some pep 
into the .work! This was the. first 
m eeting pf vvhich he had repeived 
notice, hence it was the first .he had 
attended.  ̂If others were in the same 
position,, it would account f o r . the 
poor - attendance. : Members should 
[ strive to interest others and to double 
the .membership this -year ahd...again 
next year.
P residen t. Williams explaiaed that 
the-, present , was the ■ only genera 
meeting that, had. .been held since; the 
!ast annual meeting, all, o th e r ;m eet­
ings being those of the Directors. I t 
had been said to him that their work 
was so near akin to  that of the Boart 
of Trade, which had a Roads Com­
mittee, that pei^haps . there , was., .not 
room for the association. .4
Rev. E. D.. Braden added a word of 
commendation on the w ork of the as- 
1 sociation and the advantajges of mem­
bership, especially when away, from 
home in strange surrpundingis. There 
.was one m atter that such associations 
across the. line and -at various places 
in Canada, had taken up,, namely 
camping sites, which had been i .sti- 
tuted through theif efforts, some of 
them quite elaborately, fitted up ,vith 
such conveniences as electric light 
and even washing . machines. The 
work of securing such a  $ite might
novel of the Canadian Northwest, 
‘The Translation of a Savage.”
The action of the picture stakes 
place in a rugged land of trading 
posts and snow and in the beautiful 
country district of England. „Mr. 
Melford has brought out , well the 
^ n t r a s t  in these two backgrounds. 
The story d p is  with a younger son 
of aristocratic English parents who, 
returning from an expedition to a 
trading post in Canada, receives word 
that his fiancee back home has jilted 
him,, due largely to Jiis family’s ob-̂  
jections. Enraged more against them 
than against the girl, he marries an 
Indian maiden _who had been follow- 
ing him about in innocent admiration 
and sends her to England to disgrace 
his kin. Then he attem pts to  lose 
w hat vestige of xmairhood -he has. re­
maining. However, dramatic events 
not only, regenerate the man, but ef­
fect a remarkable change in his red­
skin bride. The picture is a Para­
mount, with Elliott Dexter.- Mabel 
Julienne Scott, and Milton Sills tak­
ing chief honors in, the cast.
^D ufresne  & W h ita k e r  ^
C IV IL  EN G IN E ER S AND ' 
LAND SURVEYORS 
Shatford Block Phone A93
PE N T IC T O N , B. C.
very w eirbe taken up by the Kelowna 
association, hence he thought it 
should, not disband.
Mr. Williams, thought that possibly 
we were somewhat selfish, and when 
touring cars came here bearing the 
emblems of distant places, we were 
too busy to pay attention to them.
A suitable camping site wbuld be a
C a r  F o r  H i r e
ANY T IM E -rD A Y  OR N IG H T  
Phone 274
G E O .  G R A N T
W . R. T H O M S O N
P h n n e  W J L a w re n c e  A v e .
Electrical W iring Contractor 
W illard Batteries
D ELCO  L IG H T  PLANTS
You will find the
l U A P l E  l E A F  C L E A N I N G  A N D  
D Y E  W O R K S
O n Ellis Street, next O. W . V. A 
Phone 285
a u t o m o b i l e  i n s u r a n c e
E I R E  I N S U R A N C E  
a u t o m o b i l e s  f I N A N C E D
O B N ER A I. BROKERS
LYELL &  GO., LIMITED
Shepherd Block, Pendozi St. 
Phone 383
very valuable feature here. During 
the past the work of carrying on the 
labors of the association had fallen 
upon the shoulders of two o r three 
I individuals,_ herice doubt had ansen as 
to the advisability^ of carrying on.
I Mr. G. W. Cunningham said he had 
met a gentleman from Idaho last 
year oh the W estbank ferry who wa.s 
touring the country, and, while he had 
spoken very highly of the roads, he 
hf.'d commented strongly upon > the 
lack of sign-boards and had stated, 
that all the roads in Idaho were 
plainly marked so that tourists could 
make no error. The association 
should continue to press the need of 
such signs upon the government.
A show of hands being called for 
on the question of continuing, all pre­
sent voted in favor of carrying on the 
work of the association.
The meeting then proceeded to the 
election of officers. M r., Williams 
declined nomination for a third term. 
The following were selected: Presi­
dent, Mr. H. Chapin; Vice-President, 
Mr, J, B. Knowles; Secretary-Treas­
urer, Mr. W. E. Adams; Directors: 
Messrs. J. Dayton Williams, F. M.
LECTURES DRAW
fCohtinued Tropi page 1)
ative effort, the. g t^ rn m e n t and .the 
growers could; stamp out tbi§ pest. 
In recent years: the Co,(fling. Mbth had 
cost the; State of ^.Washingtbn .several 
million dollars,, and yet itr >vi'as re­
garded generally in B. C. with con­
siderable indifference, saiid Mr. Evans.
Mr. Darlington and* Mr. Helnier 
again spoke and led a general discus­
sion on orchard soil fertility and irri­
gation.
Mr. R. G. L. Clarke, Chief Domin­
ion Fruit Inspector for B. C.; gave a 
most instructive talk on the siibicct 
of grading and packing and the value 
of storage facilities.
Thursday
About one hundred and twenty a t­
te n d ^  .the Thursday afterncoii m eet- 
Mrr~W; Tr~H;inter opened with
Buckland, Grote Stirling, j .  V. Lycll,
T T  T .  T .  ,  .  _
T5-
H. F. Rees, J. N. Cushing and Rev! 
E. p . Braden.
Di.scussion was resumed of a camp­
ing site, which Mr. Adams deemed the 
most Important m atter in the present 
year’s programme.
Mr. Buckland stated that he had 
assisted several parties of tourists 
last year to secure a place to camp, 
as they were uriable to ascertain.any­
thing definite about use o f.the  Park.
I t was moved by Mr. Williams 
and Mr. Rees: T hat a committee be 
appointed 'to  look into a site in the 
Park and to interview the City Coun­
cil as to what they would be willing 
to grant to the association, the com­
mittee to report the result to the 
Directors. Carried.
Mr. Chapin, who had taken fhe 
chair as President, appointed Messrs. 
Buckland and ReCs and Rev. Mr: 
Braden as members of the committee.
Mr. Braden enquired if any effort 
h.ad been made to get out more ex-1 
plicit literature than “the folder issiitd
an address on “Varieti.es." He em­
phasized the valuje and importance of 
fewer varieties and' gave a list of 
those considered moqt profitable from 
the standpoint of locality, market de­
mand and productiveness.
Mr. J. A. Grant, Markets Com­
missioner, followed 'w ith a valuable 
message from the consumer of Okan- 
agtfn produce on the prairies. He is 
in touch witlTthat end of the-busincss 
iinq. was able to point out rnany little 
changes that might be made to better 
meet (the desires of the consumer or 
buyer. Quality and grade would al­
ways sell stuff, he said, and when 
once a brand became known and de­
pendable for quality all through, the 
demand wouldN always be constant. 
The object of, grading should not be 
so much to keep within the law as to 
build up a stronger market.
Professor Barss. of the Department 
of Horticulture, University of B. C . 
spoke on “Frost Protection” or “O r­
chard Heating,” which he described 
as, a question of orchard economics, 
and each man must figure out for 
him self'the cost and decide whether 
I t  will pay. The efficiency of the 
various methods was compared, and 
in some cases, said the Professor, it 
might be better not to attempt to 
rrrow fruit in situations peculiarly af­
fected by frost.
If - it were possible to m.-ike com­
parisons, probably the Thursday 
evening meeting was the best of the 
whole serie.s. ; Professor Barss gave 
a very valuable lecture on “Orchard 
Trees,” using the black-board to il- 
the-chief points. T rees were 
livdng,. growing organisms, doing cer­
tain things because they have to. he 
said. They must respond to the par­
ticular treatm ent they receive. Very 
often They received the wrong treat­
ment through ignorance on the part 
of the orchard man. If a m an,does 
not know W H Y  he cuts off a cer­
tain branch when pruning, why cut? 
To point his remarks, the Professor 
tcld, some very interesting stories of 
actual experience and gave many 
striking illustrations.
Mr. Middleton, of Vernon, pave 
the .practical ..Sicle of-,pruning, dealing 
especially with the Voupg tree. He 
had plenty of material o h ; hand; to 
illustrate the natural habit of growth, 
and showed how this must be .con­
sidered when pruning to shape a 
framework to build up a strong and 
satisfactory tree. T fc stated that tlic 
most satisfactory type of tree had
It would be like going back to the 
middle ages if» for any reason, we 
were compelled to  do, without our 
papers. About 1,500 newspapers, 
magazines, and periodicals arc now 
publishccl in Canada, and nearly all of 
them have made their place in our 
national life and work, writes Aubrey [ 
Fullerton.
The past few years have been 
tryiDg times for publishers the world 
over, mainly because of the rising 
costs of production; but the fact 
that all but a comparatively small 
fraction of the publications in this 
country have , still been ,ablc to con-j 
tinue their daily, weekly, or monthly 
issues is proof of the great use which 
the reading public now makes of thej 
periodical press.
I t is only 169 years since the first 
newspaper in Canada was printed. | 
The Halifax Gazette made its initial 
appearance in March, 1752, serving!
I to its readers the London news of the! 
preceding September, reprinted from 
late Boston papers. Six months old| 
news was then regaTded as fairly up- 
to-date, in contrast with six-hours- 
old news today. This pioneer Can­
adian newspaper is still published, as 
the official organ of the Nova Scotia 
government, and its name has-there-f 
fore been changed to the “Royal 
Gazette."
The man who, founded .Canadian 
newspaper journalism was John | 
■BushelL--..... .̂. ......... ............................
The next venture was the Quebec 
Gazette, which began publication inj 
1764. I t gave good service as a new.s- 
feller, and still lives as the - weekly I 
edition, of one of the Quebec city j 
dailies.
Governor Simcoe, w as;, largely rc-i 
sponsible for starting  the Upper Can­
ada Gazette, or American Oracle, as | 
its sub-title announced. Its, first issue 
was in 1793, and [Niagara, which was 
then the capital of Upper Canada,' 
was the place of publication^ but! 
when the seat of gov.ernment was j  
removed to  what is now ,Toronto, the j 
paper changed its name to the York ] 
Gazette.
W e s t  of the Great Lakes the first | 
newspaper was the Nor-W ester, which 
was established at F o rt Garry, the | 
present Winnipeg, in • 1859, and was | 
printed from type and press,- brought 
up from St. Paul on a Red..., River |
Franklin at that time was already 
prosperously established as a printer 
and for twelve years had published 
a newspaper. He felt a desire, how­
ever, for a monthly, magazine that 
.would serve to shape public opin­
ion more leisurely, but also more 
sqbstantially than could his weekly 
news sheet, and this desire took 
final shape in the , "General , Maga­
zine and H istory Chronicle." The 
publication was in every way .’l I 
product of its times. Its contents 
were heavy, a single number con-1 
taiiiing twenty-three , articles, of 
which ten dealt with 1 parliamentary.,
proceedings in the colony and in 
London, and the others with philos­
ophy, religion, and purposeful in­
formation.
W hatever the hand of Franklin 
toiiclicd was well done, but he view­
ed bis work us a moulder of public 
opinion most seriously. The day of 
light literature bad not yet arrived, 
and from the fact that the "General 
Magazine" lived only six months it 
may be inferred that America was,, 
not yet ready for a monthly period­
ical. Today there arc more tli,an 
2,500 weekly, m onth ly 'and  quarlcfly 
magazines, including, religious and 
business publications, but quite, apart 
from ncwspapt:rs, in Canada and . 
the Uitifcd States.
“Ah shtiah _docs pity you," said a
colored pugilist to hi's opponent as
.................. lxthey squared off. “Ah was oohn with 
boxiul. gloves on." '•
“Maybe you was," retorted the 
other; “and ah reckon you’se goin] 




In order to arrive at these prices it has been necessary 
'' for us to go through Qur entire stock and rc-niark it on the' 
basis of its replacement cost today. In most cases the re- ' 
ductions have been large and the direct loss to  us in dollars 
and cents amounts to  many hundreds of. dollars; ttowever,
' every dollar of loss to us means a  dollar saved to  you.
NEW
Beach Suiting jp all the m ost wanted colors.' Regular 90c. 
yard. New Spring Price, per y a r d .... ..69c
Plaid Ginghams—-“Anderson’s”. Exceptional fine quality. 
.Regular.85c.j N ew  Spring Price, per yard ........... 60c'
English Prints in light and dark colors, 32. inches wide. 
Middy Cloths, Bedford Cords, Piques, Ducks, Galateas—  
All at New Spring Prices.
New Jersey Cloth Suits, Sport Coats, Dresses and 
Sweater, Coats. Newest Spring Models.
. Moderately Priced. '
Fine Embroideries^for 
Spring Sewing
Swiss and Cambric Em'broideries, Embroidery Flouncing, 
Edgings, Insertions, are here in all their newness and 
beauty, at very little prices.
ox-eartv
W hen the lure of the farther west 
began to make itself felt, a need 
of newspapers rose in the prairie 
country, and in the spring of 1878 
another two-wheeled cart left W'in- 
Jijpe^g_ for Battlcford, loaded with _a 
modest printing outfit, Itito o k  three 
m onths to make the journey, but the 
little press was set up in due course, 
and the first , issue of the Saskatche­
wan Herald appeared during the 
summer. The publication of a news- 
papc'r so far out on the western 
plains attracted considerable atten­
tion, and one Ontario editor, in com­
m enting upon it, prophesied that the 
venturesome publisher would even­
tually move still farther west,, and 
establish a paper in some lonely 
canyon in- the Rockies “for gratuitous 
distribution am ong the grizzlies.
All these early newspaipers in Can­
ada were of very-m eagre-proportions, 
consisting usually of only four smal 
pages. The difficulties of producing 
papers in those times were many 
and great, but their readers were 
patient and not too- exacting, and 
gradually the publishers were able 
tp extend their services until the big 
dailies of the present day were made 
possible.
; Nearly 50 years before there was 
a newspaper in Canada, the first 
paper in the United States was 
founded in Massachusetts, which was 
then a British colony. It was the 
Boston News Letter, and its long 
career began in 1704, with the pur­
pose at the time of giving the New 
world colonists the news of London 
and the m other country.
But what may rightly be taken as 
the pioneer in newspaperdom in all 
the Americas was the Flying Mer­
cury. which was established in the 
city of Mexico in 1603. Mexico, it is 
kno'wn, was once a scat of culture 
and learning, and it was familiar 
with the art of printing, according 
to .the historians, even before Europe. 
W hen Canada’s first newspaper was
N E W  SPRING  ST Y L E S IN  M EN ’S A N P  W O M EN ’S 
^ _ J E Q Q T W E A R = ^ X E O E D S , - B U M E S ,^ R Q G U E S _ _  
AT P O P U L A R  PRICES
GROCERIESOF
Libby’s Moist Mince Meat in glass sealers. Regular
$1.10. New Price ............................. ........... ........... ......95c
Pearl W hite Onions in  glass sealers. Regular 40c.
Nfilv Pric®
M elon-Mango Pickles. R egu^r 6Sc. New Price„..49c
Extra large juicy Lemons, per d o z e n .........L....,.....,.35c
Extra large si2e Grape Fruit, each ..^......................;...10c
Mrs. Haines' Marmalade—“This season's make”—in 
4-lb. tins.
Hamsterley's Pture Jams in Raspberry, Strawberry and
Loganberry, in 4-lb. tins, at, per tin....... ........,...$1.25
Magic Washing Tablets, no rubbing; washes the 
dirtiest clothes in a few  minutes without rubbing. 
Price, per package ............  ....... ........ ............;...v30c
New Garden Seeds •1*'. i'"*
V N O W  O N  D IS P L A Y  
Rennie’s, Steele-Briggs’, D. M. Ferres and McKenziels.
All packages ..... .................10c. Cartons ......... ......:......... ...20c
Lawn Grass Seed in 1-Ib. cartons ........ .............. ......... .. 60c
Sugar Beet in 1-lb, cartons ................. ........... ................... ,....7Sc
Big Assortment of Flower Seeds.
m
Make ojit your list and come to  us—W e can sure iUl 
' it to  your satisfaction.
J .  F. FUMERTON &  GO.
— TH E CASH STO RE —
Grocery Phone 35. Dry Goods Phone 58
\ .
■ i t '
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Fruit Fog
TBE PfRfECI SPRAY ^
Fairbanhtfl-Morse 




FAIR BANK S Z TY PE ENG IN ES—BOSCH HIGH  
T E N SIO N  M AGNETO—SPARK PLUG  IG NITIO N
The Power Behind the Gun
FRUIT FOG
Is produced only at
3 0 0  Lbs.. P r e s s u r e
“Guaranteed”
It envelops every twig,, leaf and bud like FOG. W orks 
into the tiny crevices and hidden places, where no ordinary 
COARSE Spray can reach.
\ Let us demonstrate this machine to you. 'Twill be a -pleasure-to-both parties. - Ask for DeMara !
Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
K ELOW NA, B. C.
WOODS LAKE
Tile Department of Education have 
now formally liandcd ■ over the oÛ  
school, house to the Trustee.*) for the 
Kchcral ’use of the community. A de­
cided step ha.s already been made to­
wards fixinff the huildiuM: for comfort 
by* the purchase of a Rood set ol' 
chairs. A meetiiif< will he called pre­
sently to decide what improvements 
arc to he made, to appoint a cominitr 
tec and to make arrangem ents for 
the payment of expenses incurred,
Mr, and Miss Cox arc getting up a 
concert for the 24th of this mouth. 
Part of the items will be given by a 
talented troupe of nigger minstrels, 
local artists lilliiig the remainder of 
the hill. Receipts will go to help the 
renovation fund of the old*school 
house.
Wc should like to add our little 
complaint to that of the editor and 
correspondents of The Courier on the 
state of the road between here and 
Kelowna. The patrol system sug­
gested by the editor would cost but a 
I trifle and accomplish much.
The course of lectures organised by 
the Provincial • Department of Agri­
culture on horticultural subjects was 
splendidly attended, both at Woods 
Lake .'ind Okanagan Centre. Profes­
sor Harss, and Messrs.' Middleton, J. 
A. Grant and H unter IccUtrcd on this 
sid.c, and they were “listened ' to by 
apprcci-itivc audiences. The subjects 
dealt w ith  on Friday afternoon were 
"Inter-relation of Orchard Practices” 
and “Pruning". In both lectures facts 
were forcibly driven lionic by actual 
cxporicncos and illustrations.
At /light Mr. J. A. Grant, the Mar­
kets Commissioner, gave a very in­
teresting talk on “M arketing”, mainly 
of apples. While prices were likely 
to be lower .this year than in 1920 on 
account of the existence of a “buy­
ers’ ” market, there were sevcnil 
bright feature,s. The Eastern crop 
would he almost negligible and there­
fore any .surplus over" the require­
ments of the prairie should be sold in 
the East. Okanagan apples in com­
petition with the best’ in the world 
bad sold at a higher price and if the 
pack of our apples were kept up to 
the neccssar-y standard they would al­
ways sell at a fair price. A shipment 
to England via . the .Panama-Ganal 
had arrived in fine condition so that 
less cars would be needed this year if 
apples were sent that way, thus tend­
ing to relieve the car shortage. Mr. 
Grant’s-s'upply of anecdotes and stor­
ies were much appreciated.
Mr. H pnter spoke bn “Varieties for 
P lanting”. Apples suggested for this 
district were: Duchess, W ealth/’',
M cIntosh Red, Delicious and Rome 
Beauty, According to the statistics 
collected by the Department recent­
ly, Jonathans are very heavily plant­
ed—one-fourth of the whole. An 
other interesting feature of the sta­
tistics was that the. average yield per 
bearing tree in 1920 worked put at 
about two boxes.. Top grafting of 
poor varieties was much advised. On 
Saturday a number of our people went 
over to the Centre for the remainder 
o f-the  lectures.
Mr. Campbell-Brown visited in the 
district on Monday. A t night he gave, 
a lm o s t interesting lecture on “Chi­
nese Legends” at the home of Mr, and 
Mrs. Powley. About forty people 
were present, including Miss John­
ston’s senior class. A t the interval 
refreshments were served' and open 
discussion invited.
RUTLAND
Mrs. J. Lidstone is suffering from 
inflammatory rheumatism. We hope 
she may soon recover.
Mr. and Mrs, George Edmonds are 
giving a whist party and dance on 
W ednesday this week as a house­
warming.
Notice has just been received that 
a box-social and dance, will be held in 
the old school house on Friday, March 
11, in aid of the Renovation Fund. 
A very enjoyable time is anticipated. 
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F O R  L E N T
Canned Salmon, Sardines, Pilchards, Lobster and Chicken 
Haddie, only the very best quality in stock.
GOOD Q UALITY TEA” . .............  ....  .... ...40c per lb.
S U G A R !  S U G A R !
12c. P E R  POUND-
W H E N  - PURC H A SED W IT H  OTHER GROCERIES.
RICH B L E N D  COFFEE ...............................:......50c per lb.
Q UAKER P A T E N T  FLO U R  ................. .........$6,50 per 98s
FERTILIZERS, SPRAY M ATERIALS and SEED S  
-Let us quote you prices. It pays to get the BEST  
TIM O THY A N D  CLOVER HAY BRIGHT OAT  
STRAW  M ILL FE E D S W H E A T  OATS  
PO U LTRY M IXTU RE and TONICS—All No. 1 Stock
Have you tried K ARSW OOD’S PO U LTRY SPICE? 
It makes hens lay!
V ■
Two, Deliveries Daily Phone your order to 672
Occiduntal Fruit Gu., Ltd.
M i^ -M ar^ r^ f~ G ran t7  who sp^nF 
the winter at the Coast, returned to 
Glenmore last week. She is residing 
with her brother, Mr. George Gram, 
at the Prowse house.
Mr, G. H. Kerr spent a few days 
at the Coast last 'week, returning on 
Saturday.
Mr. Percy Stockley was the winner 
in the chess tournam ent recently 
played.
There will be no services on Sun­
day next, in the school house.
The Court of Revision for the Glen­
more Irrigation District sat bn Mon­
day afternoon, and had a busy time.
The grader on .the road Mbnday. 
made residents feel more optimistic 
than^they have recently, when jour­
neying to  town. The heavy trucks 
hauling wood had certainly made 
havoc with our roads. ■
. The mail man bn - Saturday had 
much difficulty in negotiating the 
cross-road. Two places are badly in 
need of attention. Some loads of 
shale in one place and a culvert in 
another would doubtless improve 
things.
The second m eeting of the Sewing 
Circle was held on Tuesday, March 1, 
at the home of Mrs. J. N. Cushing, 
The chief business was election of 
officers and planning work. Mrs. W. 
Giles was chosen President, Mrs. R. 
Andrews, First Vice-President, Mrs. 
J. N. Cushing, Second Vice-President; 
Shopping Committee, Mrs. A. Lou­
doun, Mrs. H. W alters , with Mrs, R. 
E. J. Hunt, Secretary-Treasurer. As 
there- is no central place for meetings, 
the meetings will be held  ̂ at different 
points in the valley, to give all ladies 
of the community an opportunity to 
be present. The next meeting will be 
held at the home of Mrs. C. Tuckey 
oh March 15, from 2:30 to 5 p.m. Will 
all endeavor to be on time as we want 
to get in two hours of good work? 
O ur next riiceting’s work will be sew­
ing provided by the Hospital Auxili- 
ary.
Mr. R. ,McKillicaii, who arrived re­
cently from the Statesj- has pur­
chased two acres of land from his son- 
in-law, Mr. J. F\ Guest, adjoining tlib 
luttcr’s house, where he itilciids to 
erect a dwelling in the near future.
Several loads of material have a r­
rived at la.st for the construction of 
the long-talkcd-of hot-water heating 
system for the Rutland school. W ork 
on the system will commence shortly.
Mr. E. M ugford’s eldest son, 
George, who hnderwent an operation 
for adenoids at the  Kelowna ’Hos^)i- 
tal, on Thursday last, is now quite 
well again, wc arc pleased to learn.
Victor Clark left on Saturday last 
for New W estminster, where he has 
obtained work in connection with the 
fishing industry there,
The Young People’s Society plans 
to hold a "Mock T rial” some time 
this month.
A full account of th e  very excellent 
play that was put on in the school 
noHsc bn Friday last, under the aus­
pices of St. Andrew’s Guild of the 
Presbyterian Church, will he found in 
atfotlicr column.
At a meeting *of the Rutland A th­
letic Club held at the home of the 
president. Mr. A. W. Money, on Mon­
day evening last, arrangem ents were 
made for a dance, to he held Friday, 
March 11. The. question of levelling 
the playing field at the school was 
discussed and it was decided to get up 
a "bee" of the members, and others 
interested, and get the field graded 
as soon as the ground becomes dry 
enough for the purpose. The date 
for the - annual general m eeting and 
election of officers was set for .Mon­
day, March 14.
The Young People’s Bible Class of 
the Methodist Church spent a very 
enjoyable evening at the • home of 
Mrs. Longstaff on T uesday  evening. 
Music ami games passed away, the 
time until a late hour, when refresh­
ments were served by the hostess.
The regular monthly meeting of the 
Rutland W omen’s Institute will be 
held lti.-i5A:!ic srlipol house on Thurs­
day, March 10. "
- The “Rustlers”" met at the home of 
the Misses Monford on Monday even­
ing, the “raison d’etre” being a de­
late: “Resolved, that summer sports 
are more enjoyable than winter 
snorts.” Misses Alice Jensen and 
Mildred Cooper upheld the resolu­
tion, while the Misses Bessie Duv"an 
nnd Netta Monford opposed it. The 
judges. Misses D. Turner, F. Stringer 
and Z. Monford gave the decision-to 
the negative. D uring the'- evening 
Miss "Verna Fbrd ren d e red 'a  oiano- 
forte solo and Miss E. McDonald read 
a synopsis of current events. The 
next meeting will be held a t the home 
of ithe Misses Turner. Mrs. Logan, 
president of the W om en’s Institute, 
will be the speaker. All girls of the 
’teen age, and over, , are invited to 
share in the club’s studies and good 
times.
Mrs. ,T. Stafford and her daughter 
Olive left on-Tuesday for a visit to 
the prairies. - ^
Mr. and .Mrs. Louis De Cocq le ft 
W ednesday for Sorrento, a . fruit­
growing district on Shuswap Lake, 
where Mr. De Cocq has obtained a 
position, Mr. De Coj^q has been for 
a considerable time irt the employ of 
the—L.—&—A>—Go.-here,----- —  — —
Mr. A. Elderidge returned on Mon­
day from the Coast, where he had 
been staying for .jsonie considerable 
time.
Mr. Matthew Leitch, who recently 
purchased a Jot adjoining Mr. John 
Mack’s property, has his new house 
near completion.
AGREEMENT REACHED TO 
ELIMINATE OVERLAPPING
Dominion and Provincial Departments 
of Agriculture Arrive ̂ at 
: Aii Understanding
-The^-Report-of-the-M inister of-Ag-
riculture at Ottawa, for the year end­
ing March 31st, 1920, makes reference 
to a conference of representatives of 
Federal and Provincial Departm ents 
at which an agpceement was reached 
which, to a large extent, will elimin­
ate overlapping and allow for close 
co-operation in the varieUes of work 
carried on. Production, it was agreed, 
is to  be carried on through provincial 
activities, while m arketing and ex­
perimental work are to be cared for 
by the Dominion Departm ent, except 
where special arrangem ents to the 
contrary are deemed wise.
The Report of the M inister covers, 
in addition, tlic work of the D epart­
ment carried on through the year by 
the various branches:—Dairy and Cold 
Storage, Seed, Live Stock, Health of 
Animals, Fruit, Entomological, Publi­
cations, International Institute, and 
Experim ental Farm s. Am ong the 
new activities reported are the record 
of performance for poultry and spe­
cial relief policy of the Live Stock 
Branch, with relation to the supply­
ing' of feed to unfortunate districts 
in the Prairie Provinces.
The Report is distributed by the 
Publication Branch, which is shown 
to have sci^t out, during the year, two 
and a*half million copies of publica­
tions.
SAFETY FIRST
Edith-T-“When it comes tp  love, 
I wouldn’t give a thought to  how 
much a man is making.”
Maud—"Neither would i I, dear. 
W hat would prim arily interest me 
would be* how much he had already 
made. There’s no use taking 
chances'.”
J e w e l r y  R e p a i r i n g  
a n d  M a n u f a c t u r i n g
Let us give you a quotation before you 
have that jewelry repaired or altered;
Our facilities enable us to do better work 
at lower prices.
W. M. PA RK ER & GO.
CASORSO BLOCK
. Munaurcr





HEAR THE PHONO- 
GRAPH BUILT BY 
PIANO-CRAFTSMEN
G o m e  and listen—, and then compare! 
Yoii -will gauge all 
phohographs by. a new 
standard after you have 
heard the Gerhard Heintz- 
man.
For this new wonderful 
phonograph is built by 
piano-craftsmen. The same 
genius who over . half ^ 
century ago pionecred The 
GerharcL Heintzman piano 
—one of the few great 
piatxps of the world—has 
also produced the greatest 
of pliohographsl 
The tone thrbat of the 
Gerhard Heintzman . is 
fashioned from — genuine 
violin spruce-T-thc same 
as is used in building 
piano s o u n ding-boards, 
Cushioned at every-point 
to prevent loss of vibra­
tion.
Arid with this phonograph you can enjoy every record—it is 
expressly desighed to  give the. correct w eigh t o f the tone-arm ris 
well as the correct position of the point. This is a patented feature 
-r-found in no other phonograph. You hear no “needle scratch," 
no unmusical ■ sounds—^only the pure tones which the artist put 
into the record. .The fidelity of the reproduction-—the power, 
sweetness and miellow beauty of the tone—is astounding.,
And Gerhard Heintzm an cabinets are masterpieces of design 
and finish—rthey have a charm that only piano-craftsmen can
achieve. - ' ' ■ _____ _
PLAYS ALL MAKES OF RECQRDS
a
‘TH E HOME OF VICTOR RECORDS’
-y
W A
W ell, you know what Sherman said, but pur 
roads are Worse. Spring is coming, however, and 
-if they dry up as quickly-as-they have -done tliis last 
few days, we’ll all be feeling good again pretty soon.
The roads at present sure wear oiit Tires and 
Temper, though, don’t they? Be sure you are 
carrying an Inner Shoe and a Tire Repair Kit̂ —you 
can get thpiri liere. Arid a good pump—wc have 
some real ones. Everything else you need for the 
car, you can get at ’ -
T H E  O I L  S H O P
Day Phone “The H ouse with a Smile” Night Phone 
287 JIM  -BR O W N E’S 198
P r ic e  o f  B u t le r  F a t from Dec. 15
No. 1 
N o. 2
58c. per lb. 
56c. per lb.
K ELO W N A  CREAM ERY, L IM IT E D
i -
y r T T 1..—i






SYDNEY n .  OLD
AT
l ^ e  ‘‘© I 6 e "  
S t u N o
PENDOZI STREET
P o s t c a r d  P o r t r a i t s
A SPECIALTY
Let ine develop your films 
and make your prints.
Professor Govette, of Liege 
University, Belgium, has discov* 
cred how to




Have you wet walls or cellars? 




Mr. and Mrs. G. L, Allan and fain* 
ily returned on Wednesday, tf''ch.‘'2>5. 
from Victoria, whore they spent ten 
days with Mr. Joncs-^Evans.
Mr. Tones-Evan8*arrivcd from Vic 
toria Siinturday, Feb. 26, in .readiness 
to take over his ditties as malingerfnr 
thc South-East Kelowna Irrigation 
District, on MarcJi 1.
SUCCESS AHENDS FIGHT 
FOR COAL ENUUIRY
Vancouver Sun Wins Hard. Struggle 
for Inveatigatioii' of Fuel Pricea
's Market
Thos.. late Lacombe, 
Alta., has entered inta partner­
ship-with; H. J. Mills.
In thanking- you for your 
past favors; we wislr to state 
that our constant aim will bp 
tb give you entire satisfaction, 
in ^ a lity^  Service, and; at all 
times at prices ;only consistent 
with the management of our 
Market.
We further solicit your val­
ued patronage.
Phone 243
Mr. J. M. Affleck is back on the 
bemfhcSj apparently little worse for 
the accident which necessitated bis 
being taken to the Kelowna Hospital.
East Kelowna-'Kclown.T: Road—It
would seem that suggestions are from 
time to tiipe necessary to obtain the 
attention of the road-makers to this 
most vital of subjects. The strip of 
road from the- K. L, O. bridge to the 
school at Benvoulin is In a frightful 
mess. Why nut cut through the bank 
of the irrigation ditch beside the 
T. Leader property in five or six 
places and allow the surface water to 
drain off the road into the ditch 
which is quite a bit lower than the 
level of the road? With all the water 
being allowed to stand, the .^gravc 
thrown on this spot is fast going" out 
of sight.
The scraper makes the road , look 
nice, but traffic docs . not find ■ (Ms 
meet with .requirements, as It just 
m.akcs the road more difficult lo forge 
through, having to push the soft muc 
away every time, the ruts art filled 
Of course if it is done regularly am 
we have no more rain or snow, il 
would, gradually dry out and become 
presentable.
We would suggest that a sprinkling 
of gravel to fill up the ruts first ant 
then the scraper might be allowed to 
■’jazz" over'the road to put a little 
surface on the gravel, and we think 
that the people using this road wdiilt 
>e exceedingly grateful' to the fore­
man. As it is, .our thanks are most 
due to Mother Nature in having sent 
a warm sun and a strong ivind which 
las made the stretch from Benvoulin 
to the Davey ranch more or less of a 
pleasure to drive along.
About a dozen'cars have been stuck 
this last week-end and have been 
compelled to wait for the assistance 
{>assing ' teaths.^ Come on, Mr. 
Foreman. Get busy!
Mr. J. E. Ybung and his son Jack 
returned to the Benches on, Monday 
last after a brief holiday in Vancou 
ver.
Written in between the lines of the 
daily newspapers tlicrc arc stories 
that the great reading public seldom 
sec. One of these wliicli has been 
passed by word of inoiitlr has to do 
with Premier Oliver, the Vancouver 
Sun, and the coal barons. And wliilc 
the facts probably never will be told 
by the principals^ it is undoubtedly 
true that the . management of The 
Sun recognized! an undercurrent of 
resentment against the coal barons 
because of continued high prices of 
coal, and began what turned out to
be the most persistently fought cam­
paign launched in 'Wf;<it«rn Canada
We understand Mr. C. E. Campbell 
has sold out his business, the East 
Kelowna Grocery, to Mr. G. E. Per- 
ret, who took possession on March t. 
Mr, Ferret conducte'd a similar busi­
ness in Saskatchewan until December 
last year, but seems to prefer condi­
tions in the Sunny Okanagan to those 
on the prairie. Mr. Campbell’s im­
mediate movements- are, somewhat; 
nneertain. but he contemplates return­
ing to the Coast shortly, Where he 




A recent issue of the Saskatchewan 
Public Service Monthly describes the 
successful efforts made last summer
by a daily newsp-aper"against big in 
dustrial managements.
At first the people said it was too 
pood to be true and it wouldn’t larf; 
it would be dropped before it went 
very far, they said. But The Sun 
started something and it ' kept at it. 
For six weeks the front page of the 
morning daily steadfastly set forth 
the unreasonableness of $15 coal,forty 
miles, from a billion tons of it. Pub­
lic bodies beg.an taking it up and the'
W ESTBA N K
We are pleased to Ictirii that Mr,s. 
I. McIntosh, who went out to Van­
couver to undergo an operation, is 
progressing very favorably aiid will 
shortly be at liumc again.
TIic pafly of experts wlio are at 
pi cHcnt touring, the valley gave most 
instructive addresses in the school 
house on Monday evening. A capa­
city audience greeted the lecturers, 
and interest was evident by the nu­
merous qu|zstiotiB put before the
gentlemen.
The regular inonlhly meeting of the 
I'armprs’•Institute was -Jicld on Mon­
day-afternoon in the school house. 
The attendance was remarkable, prac­
tically every ranciier being on Iiand -  
even if tlicy didn’t come specially on 
account of, the Institute. The goverii- 
nicnt experts were to Iiavc arrived at 
but automobile difficulties dc
TEACHING BIRDS MUSIC
Famous Scientist Says They Can 
Sing ,Our Bongs
That birds can sing not only ^heir 
own songs but ours also, has been 
revealed in an astonishing story told 
by Htfiischel, the famous scientist. A 
bird fancier with infinite patience 
succeeded in teaching, a btiUfinch to 
pipe "God Save the King." More­
over, a young canary learned the tunc
from the bullfinch. The canarjy be­
came so expert that whenever ' the 
bullfinch faltered, "*1113 little pup.|L un­
failingly took up the rqfrain, .tliQUgli 
kept in another room. If the hobby 
•of teaching hireb our . favorite airs 
were to become popular,; and- these 
trained singers were .afterwards set 
free in "their native woods' we should 
be able to l.ikc sylvan strolls with 
the pleasant prospect of hearing the 
vesper sparrow warldc "Annie 
Laurie," and the robin sing, "Down 
On the Farm."
2 p.m,,
provincial goycrnmeiit was apjiroach-
cd by a committee. The people were 
with the paper but the ipovcmcnt.fin­
ally seemed to reach a point of inertia. 
Not ,to be side-tracked, The Sun 
opened fire, more determinedly than 
ever. It sacrificed space right at the 
top of its first'page, and hewed the
laycd them, so our hustling Institute 
secretary tliought il a good time for 




chips, letting them fall wherever they 
lined. The Sun put it up to theinc
Mayor, put it up to the Council, put 
it up to the people, told them to write 
or wire the Premier, told everybody
~^eoruarythat they meant it anti d on Februa  
18 The Sun got .action. Premier
Oliver announced there would be 
coal entjuiry, a daily newspaper on 
the Coast madc a reputation for itself, 
and today, Tfie Sun is the most talked 
of newspaper in Canada today be­
cause of its fearless attitude in deal­
ing with > matters affecting the wel­
fare of.'the masses—its strong con­
structive editorials are beinfjf quoted 
all over the American continent b'y, 
leading daily newspapers and maga­
zines, including the Literary Digest.
The > Sun is adding new features 
daily, the latest being the great Chi­
cago Tribune special leased wire and 
cable service with correspondents in 
every corner of the: globe—^civilized 
and uncivilized. The best and ablest 
writers in America send special cable 
and: wire dispatches exclusively to 
the .Vancouver Sun. The usual Uni­
ted, Associated, and Canadian Press 
dispatches also appeay daily and Sun­
day in-addition to this super-service. 
The Sun id becoming" more popular 
every day, \as evidenced by the large 
increase in its circulation.
SHARK FISHING IN
: idethod of Capturing Big Fish With­
out Use of Hook
There is a species of shark known 
as the hammerhead, which, in .-pite 
pf its head, is fierce and wide awake, 
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger. 
In certain •waters of the South Pacific
Celluloid is .being used to a greater 
extent than fornidlly for thc manufac­
ture of toilet articles, including 
combs and backs of iniir bryslics, and 
for children’s toys. The very inflam­
mable nature of this material repre­
sents a serious fire hazard, and one 
which has received much attention 
from insurance and fire protection 
associations. Stringent regulations 
are laid down for safety of employees 
and property during, processes of 
manufacture, while very little atten­
tion is paid to the dangerous nature 
of celluloid in the hands of the public.
The Pro.fcssional Fire Brigades 
Association of England at a meeting 
recently dealt with this subje.ct. It 
was suggested that legislation should 
be passed prohibiting the .use of cell 
uloid for children’s toys, owing to 
its inflammability. The National Fire 
Protection Association Jn its quarterly
BE PREPARED
FOR AN EARLY SPRING 
And get the Best Seeds Procurable, which are
Carter’s Old Goiintrir Seeds
We have a Large Stock just in and more coming. 
Also the Headquarters for all. kinds of Plants.
A large consignment of the famous
P O R T L A N D  R O S E S
Expected here by the end of the month.
PALM ER & ROGERSON
P. O. Box 117 Phone 8 8
bulletin, refers to the ignition of a 
celluloid comb through friction while 
combing hair.
Pwlng to processes of manufacture, 
many products are placed on sale 
which are imitations of non-hazardous 
materials, such as tortoise shell, ivory, 
etc. ' These should be. distinctly 
marked, to prevent accidents, It i.s 
of the utmost importance that care 
be exercised in the use of celluloid 
or similar inflammable substances 
under a variety of nalmes.
to avert the-destruction^by^ sharjfcc resembling the "black
pers, which, at the end of May, threat- nurse" shark of the Florida and Gulf 
ened .fo .^assume very serious propor-j waters, which al^o has a remarkable 
tions. The grasshopper plague made j’®®'!* because apparently it is totally
ft, lirst appearance in sonth-eastem ,y™ "|,hcrm an were * i f t -
baskatchewan, ■whence it spread tobing slowly across a-shallow lagpon; 
other parts of the province, altogeth-Twatching the Branched coral shrubs 
er/ 39 municipalities becoming in-j®" the bottom, when the native pad- 
fested A n  pointed out a huge brown fishAn energetic poisoning cam-
paign against the pest was organized | “It’s a  shark," he said, "and if you
will keep'very still I’ll catch it.”jy the Saskatchewan Department of
Agriculture, at a total cost of $63,981,1 at jha t'particu lar time there
indndin* $5U.Sn for .on, of S , " ° a “’S i r r o p l  I n f  /ad'd'lS!
poison oait, $8,531 for hopper dozers, J the question as to how the. catchirjy 
and $3,500 for the salaries^^and travel- would be accomplished was some- 
ing expenses of ten assistants. About , of a mystery to the visitors.
/w» - • ra. But the native soon made .it clear.,000-acr^ of STOwnt^croiynar^F — ^^e boat to one ^Id^lie
p.c. of the acreage infested, were allowed J t  to drift while he took the
GARDEN SEEDS, VEGETABLE SEEDS, GLOVERS 
and GRASSES—Evcry.Kind-—Any Quantity*
Quality the Best Prices Right
O u r  F e r t i l i z e r s  a r e  N o w  I n
IMPERIAL DOMINION COLONIAL NITROZE 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME BONE MEAL
Agricultural Liine -  $ 1 2 .0 0  per Ton, Sacked
. 1 0 c back on sacks.
S p r a y  M a t e r i a l s
Lime Sulphur Solution Dry Lime Sulphur 




Book your requirements with us noWd.
Phones: Feed Store, 29 Warehouse, 117; Office, 37
■Bffi
B I C Y C L E S
The First Shipment of our 
Spring Order of BICYCLES has 
arrived and are now unpackec 
and on display.
The miles roll away with in­
credible swiftness when you're 
astride one of our
Silver Ribbon Massey Bicycles
We could sell a CHEAPER 
Bicycle but we value your good­
will more than your REPAIR 
business.
f Take an honest tip—"Better 
pay the price of a GOOD Bicycle 
ihan the-penalfy of a POOR one.”
TIRES and ACCESSORIES 
All Fresh Stock.
The famous Traction Cord
Tire ...................... ............. ..$4.75
Goodyear Diamond Tread....$3.75
The above prices not cut to 
meet Mail Order Houses but our 
standard. To anyone w antin g  
CHEAPER Tires we can pro­
cure them Jfor you with the same 
guarantee offered elsewhere—-But 
Wo Don’t Recommend' Them;
Bring your Wheel in NOW for 
that overhaul. Don’t leave It till
the rush and be disappointed that 
you can’t g etjt in five minutes.
1. R. CAMPBELL
Pciidori StretJt Phone 347
destroyed, representing a gross loss small rope, tied it t6 another piece 
of over $1,700,000 in value to the M*’®* <jut of the locker, am
farmers ol .he province. On .he [ S i ^ r l f e ' p . h e r ' i o w ”" '  
Other hand, a, conservative estimate j Then . bidding his passengers 
of the crop, acreage saved by the use keep the boat as steady as they coulc 
of poison bait and hopper dozers is fie sb’P^ed-overboard and proceedec
to
over 120,000 acres, 
total saving* in value
representing a I 
o f ' over
$2,200,000.
OBEY YOUR PARENTS
to the attack, single-handed, unarmec 
except for the slip-noose.
To say that the watchers were as 
tonished, hardly \ expresses it. . Not 
knowing that the shark was brainless 
and harmless, they thought the deec 
heroic, if not simply suicide.
^  . I They held their breath, expecting
Come upstairs and let me wash! every moment to see a swirl in the 
your hands,” said mother. I water, a fin, and the native caught in
“T don’t want^to go," wailed Alice, l a pair of fearful jaws.
^Kcd three. But the native was swimming eas
wash them down here,” J ily. He had nearly come over the 
called’grandmama; “she can do it sleeping shark, w’hen, without a rip- 
well." j pic,, the m*an dived, and they could
No, her mother said firmly, "I see him carefully approaching the 
want her to come up with me." I big fish from behind, moving slowly 
L*” * as slowly as. she could. I along near the bottom.
Oh, she howled, turning a wrath-| Reaching the fish, he-took the slip
fully tearful face to htfr mother, "why I noose and edged it beneath the long 
don t you obey your mother?” j lobe of the tail; then, seeing that the
great sleeping creature dfd not move. 
COULD NOT TALK jhe_ lifted the_ noose boldly and with a
' quick jerk slipped it entirely over and
talk ^'Pfi^cued it about the tail.
This woke the monster, and he"Can your little baby brotherneighbor inquired or a | , a u j  *i * j  small lad. ■ leaped, churned the water and cn-
>'o. he can’t talk, and there ain't ® of mud,
no reason why he should ta lk ’’ was which he popped Jike a cork,
the disgusted reply, "What does he grasped the gunwale, and drew 
want to talk for when all he lias to do as the light craft was
is yell a while to get evcrVthing in the s"atchcd ahead, and away they went 
house that’s worth having?" » the reef.'
______ . : j For a few minutes it was wild in-
But mv dear" saiH hie wif.. man held his knife ready
he had cSnVplained about the food *,” the rope should the steed reach 
tho npw mnlf ha#i eoni. in "v.w.. L-n...... I watcr xud divc. Blit hcrc they
were in shallow xvater, the shark ifi(tiirin<y »h#-en harM timoe i /   i  n n  w i r,m  ii x in
Imely^ necessary that we make S ca t Ft®*" sight, whining in circles among 
s S c c l ” *“8 h  of wSrSJ I S o w  straight
all about that,"’answered ’the the. open spaces, mak-
man? ’’But-what rTbjecV to is tSk? 
the cook’s making hers in the form' *‘”=
of a burnt offering.” On he went, turning, rounding, doubling, darting ahead, alw.'iys 
toward the sea outside the lagoon.
"How old is your baby brother?” There was rio'olhck.. no fight in .him. 
a^ed  little Tommy of 'a  playmate. He had tired hiifisclf out in his flight.
One.year md, replied Johnny. “Ah," and he allowed hiiVisclf to he hauled 
exclaimed Tommy, "I’ve got a dog to the surface like a water-soaked 
a year old, and he can walk twice I log.
as well as your brother." “Well, so The Iiammcrlicad provcd*to be 11
Johnny; "he’s feet long. And his entire. 11 feet 
got twice as many legs. ' were utilized by the natives.
There’s only one place 
to judge a phonograph*— 
that is right in your own 
home. Let us bring an 
‘Edison Amberola phono- 
l  graph there for ^ 3 days* 
FREE trial. No strings to 
this offer—doesn’t cost you 
a cent or place you under 
any obligation to buy. At 
the end of the 3 days if 
you want to keep the 
Amberola we’II arrange 
terms to suit you. If you 
don't want the Amberola j 
we’ll take it away and thank j 
you for pvinz it a trial. 
That’s a fair proposition, 
isn’t it?
Edison’s New Diamond j
AMBEROU
is the world's greatest phono­
graph value—so superior to 
' ordinary phonographs and 
**alking machines" there is no 
comparison. 'Hiat’s Why we 
can afford to give these Free 
trials.
Visit our store todisy or tomor- 
rtnv, select your Amberola and 
a dozen records. We will de­
liver them promptly. TTien. 
enjoy S days of real mujic at 
our expense. Grasp this offer 
S tm e k .
Jamas H. Trenwlth
KELOWNA. B. C.
h e i f e r  i J ) e  s e ^
You can't tajte more, out of the. ground than you put in-̂ —you- caa'c * 
grow better crops than the sMd you plant. So why take a chance
with inferior and "near-good’’ seeds when you can get
ROYAL SfANDAOD SEEDS
Selected with extreme care and tested at the government seed / 
laboratory, Calgary, Alta.
Specializing as we do, in Grass, Field Root and Grain seeds, we are 
better able to serve the large grower. There is a dealer in your dis­
trict that sells Royal Standard Seeds—IctJiim Jill your order this 
year, ■ ■ , ; ' • '
VANCOUVER MILLlRG AND GRAIN GO. LIMITED
MAIN OFFICE AND MILLS, VANCOUVER, B. C. 
Branchfcs: Victoria, Nanaimo, *New Westminster, Mission City. 
Agencies: Courtenay, Langley Prairie, Cloverdale, Ald<f:rgrove;
Duncan.
For sale in this district by
Kelowna Growers’ Exchanee -  The McKetizIeJiO., Ltd. 
Ocoldental Fruit Go;, Ltd.
m
i
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RESERVE -  - $ 95,000
TO TA L - $501,500
Executors,f Etc.
Real Estate m '
Insurance
. Estates Managed i
INVESTM ENTS






British North W estern Fire 
W estern Empire Life 
Merchants Casualty 
Great American Auto.
SHIER & ROSS, Agents
' K ELO W N A , B. C.
V '
mo, MACUREN S CO., LTD.
R EA L e s t a t e , in s u r a n c e , GENERAL BROKERS
A N D  MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS 
.'L IFE-.. ■;
The Monarch Life of Winnipeg, Man.
FIR E r- ■■
The Pacific Marine Ins. Co. of Vancouver, B. C.
The British Crown Assn. Corporation Ltd., chief offices, Lon­
don and Glasgow. 1.
Delaware Underwriters of New York. ' y
The British General Ins. Co. of Vancouver, B. C.
ACCIDENT AND HEALTH—
United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co., Baltimore, Maryland. 
Continental Casualty Co. Of Chicago, U; S.
Allow us to be of Service^ to you if you are in needsof Protection 
■ in any of the above Lines.
Weld, Maclarsn & Co., Ltd.
Phone 374 Opp. C. P. R. Wharf, Kelowna. B. C. P. O. Box 124
PATTERS0 N.CHANDLER & STEPHEN L?;
Comer 16'1* Ave..A: Main St..
VAN e  O U VER: B.c .
-LARGEST-MONUMENTAL-WDRKS-IN^HE^
WEST. W RITE US FOR DESIGNS.
M !  Coal! Coal!
W e are still doing’ business;at the old stand 
with a good stock on hand.
Present prices, delivered to any part of the 
city—̂these are our standard prices, no t cut 
to meet competition.
Per Ton
Princeton Lump .................. ...................................  ..... . $io.SO
Genuine W ellington L u m p ....... ..... ........... ........ ..... 16.20
Bankhead Hard Lump ................. ................. ................. 17.00
Bankhead Hprd N u t ...........       15.00
Bankhead Briquettes ............................   14.60
'G alt Lump .............          IS.40
Ii.umjp ...................................................................... 15.20
Drumheller L u m p ........................     14.80
Drumheller S to v e ....................    13.50
W E  AIM  TO  P L E A SE  
SM ALL PR O FITS A N D  QUICK R ETU R N S  
IS  O UR M OTTO
r
& S 0 N
Phone 66 P. O. Box 166
VEqETABLE 6R0WERS FORM 
OKANAGAN ASSOCIATION
(Continued from Page 1)
the all-iinportatlt point was grading. 
It had been proved by government 
statistics that the price of onions hud 
no influence on their consuiiipti >n in 
cities, although the price hud ri.n in 
recent year,s from $20 to $100 per ton.
'Faking up this point of grading, Mr. 
Price read a letter from Mr. H. 
Slater, manager of the Kcl jwna 
Growers' Exchange, stating that he 
was sending to the meeting two sacks 
of onions as samples of "the shameful 
way of sacking everything on the 
field as No. 1.' '̂ .
The sacks ha.ving been delivered, 
the contents were spread on the floor 
for the inspection of those rrcsent, 
when they were seen to include a
Against pkanagan onions waA- the 
l r̂ading, which made them afraid toj
Mr. Weeks wanted to hear from 
the Orientals, representatives of 
whom had been invited to attend the 
meeting.
For the jananese, Mr. Iwasliita laid 
stress upon the necessity of grading,
large number of very small onions 
"thick necks”and some
Mr. J. A. Grant, Markets Cummis 
sioner. Who was present, examined 
the onions. He pronounced them 
mostly of good quality, bar the 
"thick necks," but many below the 
Standard 'for siiec, and announced that 
the recommendation as to standard, 
made at a meeting held at . Kelowna 
last year, had been accepted at Ot­
tawa and would become the law of 
the land, he, believed, within a month.
Mr. Uilworth said that No. 1 in the 
new grade ran from 1*4 inches up­
wards. He favored three grades. No. 
1, No. 2 and "Picklcrs,” and wanted 
to get away from "the so-callcd fancy 
grades.
Mr. Price held up two specimens 
of the onions ami declared it did not 
need government measur'cnients to 
recogniste a No. 2 onion. There was 
no excuse for sending out the stuff 
on the floor as No. 1.
In reply to his query^ Mr. Hercron 
was informed that there was no gov­
ernment inspection to amount to any­
thing. He had been told in Vancouver 
that, although onions were scarce 
there at times, tlic dealers were afraid 
to handle Okanagan onions on ac­
count of so much bad stuff being 
shipped by Chinese, arid they were 
therefore selling California onions of 
good quality at $45.00 per ton.
Mr. 'Dilworth said it was size that 
was all the matter with the onions. 
The quality was all right and would 
compare favorably with any imported 
onions.
Okanagan apples had achieved a 
reputation, . said Mr. Price, and if 
Okanagan onions could be properly 
graded and shipped out under an 
O. K. brand, they would build up ah 
equal reputation. Without reflecting 
on the Orientals present in the room
which was the only way to recover 
the market. His countrymen were 
quite prepared to co-operate with the 
white growers in this matter.
On beiialf of the Chinese, Mr. Lee 
Bon explained that his people all 
grew onions for the white men, and 
did not operate on their own accounts
Mr, Iwasliita added that the associ­
ation ought to send out a representa­
tive to investigate the arjca producing 
onions, so that the information gain­
ed would enable them to curtail the 
acreage, if ncccssarjr.
The chairman satd'ithc point had 
been ^brought up before, but it was 
the opinion of Mr. Grant that ,it 
would not be necessary to curtail the 
acreape if grading was universally 
practiced.
An interesting discusidon having 
come to a close, Mr. H. F. Rees. 
President of the Board of Trade, 
asked permission to lay before the 
gathering the urgent nciid of ' early 
complctioir of the C. N. R. branch to 
Kelowna, in regard to which the 
Board of Trade had passed a strong 
resolution, a copy of which he sub­
mitted. He suggested that the meet­
ing pass a resolution to the same end, 
as the railway would be of material 
assistance to the district and would 
help ill solving the onion' problem."
Mr. Rees was heartily applauded at 
the close of his remarks, and the 
resolution was handed over to the 
Executive for consideration. Ad- 




The farmer is not in'h'position to 
control climatic conditions, nor, often, 
tlic physical condition of his soil, 
but he Is able to control the 
seed that he puts into the soil. 
When wc consider that there is an 
increase of from 10 to 15 per cent 
when wc sow good plump seed as 
compared with the seeding of small 
medium-sized or small plump seed, 
the significance of thoroughly cleaning 
our seed grain becomes apparent.
Not only arc crop yields materially 
increased, but less seed per acre, will, 
be required at seeding jtiinc. While 
this may appear of little value (o the 
small farmer, wheii taken into ac­
count on the large farm, or on the 
Affffrcgatc of ^farms in the country, 
it would mean a big saving.
Another strong argument for thor­
oughly cleaning our seed grain is that 
wc get rid of a large number of 
weed and foreign soeds. A short 
time spent in cleaning our seed grain
before seeding, otherwise the seed is 
liable to become rc-infcctod with 
smut spores.
Clean ' seed tends towards a clean 
farm, and there is nothing which adds 
to the feeling of selLrcspcct more 
than the satisfaction of work well 
done, and a clean farm Is work well 
done.
R. G. NEWTDN, 
Superintendent, Experimental Station, 
Iiivcrmcrc, B, C.
DSE OF BARNYARD MANDRE 
IN BUILDING DP AN ORCHARD
is small compared with the time spent 
ill pulling and cutting weeds. Weeds 
use up a great deal of plant foirid and 
convert it into a form that cannot 
be turned into cash. Thev rob and 
use up the soil moisture that should 
go to develop other plant life. A 
weed an inch in diameter at the base, 
and having a leaf surface of 59 souarc 
feet, has been known to transpire
(Experimental Parma Note) *
The advantage of barnyard innnuro 
over cover cropping is quick action, 
provided it can be procured at rea­
sonable cost. Six dollars per ton 
laid down in tlic orchard can die p̂ aid 
without considcrin{T it excessive. The 
actual value of nitrogen phosphates 
and potash that arc present amounts 
one dollar aridto approximately ___ ____   ̂ - -
fifty-five cents per ton, but it- Is ah 
a soil builder that manure pays for
itself. Spreading it at the rate qf 
five to ten tons per acre is advised 
as larger amounts have a tendency 
to dry put the land and retard growth 
rather than help it. Manure is casil.v 
incorporated ipto the soil and so forms 
humus, hence it makes an excellent 
breeding ground for the various nt- 
trogen-fixing bacteria so essential for 
best results with legumes later on. 
These bacteria will further build up 
the physical condition of our soil.s, 
for the most economical use of. pfiios- 
pliatcs and potash _wlicn wc deem our 
■ tht
Afternoon Sesaion
On resuming at two o'clock. Presi­
dent Price announced that the Mar­
kets Commissioner had consented to 
give a short address.
Mr. Grant, who was received w;ith 
applause, said it did him good to see 
the way in .which the growers were 
approaching the matter of organiza­
tion; He had been Markets Cbmmis- 
sioner for four years now and all his 
difficulties arose when dealing with 
individuals, not with associations. His 
idea was that the onion and potato 
growers of B. C. should go on the 
market as a unit in, regard to quality 
and grade irt the same manner as the 
grower^ of apples. If they went to 
the prairies they would see the need 
of such a meeting as this. He had 
seen onions on that market the aiial-
i*v of which was very good, but 
. , , , though marked No. 1, they were all
it might he^stated that_it—was_difficult.Lsizes, containing—many—-very—small 
td get Orientals t(vgrade properly. ones and “thick necks”, and he graded
'T- 1̂ -1---- "There IS room lor such No. 2. as. the average of themMr. Dilworth 
educating the white men too, as the 
onions exhibited today no doubt look 
ed larger to; the grower when they 
were put up than now."
Mr. Guest urged that the Okanagan 
should pack stuff superior to any- 
was coming' across theS atline.
Mr. Weeks said there was a great 
difference bet-ween the grading of ap­
ples and. onions. Apples were picked 
by - the grower and packed by the 
shipper, while onions were both picked 
and packed by the grower. In order 
to obtain quality, in .some places 
onions were graded and packed at a 
central point.
Mr. Guest suggested that the pack­
ing-houses be invited to try shipping 
onions in crates or boxes.
Invited to express an opinion on 
this, Mr. A. H. DeMara, of the Occi­
dental Fruit Co., Ltd., said he had 
seen onions o*f I-inch or 1^-irich 
diameter sold in Calgary in »peach 
jOxes. First-class or fancy grade 
,onions could be put up very attract­
ively in a 20-lb. box, but the boxes 
would figiure out about $15.00 per ton 
more than sacks. If packed so as 
to look nice, there was no reason why 
the onion growers should not have as 
much success with their produce as 
the apple growers. He could not give 
exact figures, but. he would be glad 
:o go further into ^the matters of
)Oxes and packing.
Col. Pringle suggested that severe 
methods of grading should be adopt­
ed and that the association should 
lave a paid inspector to look after 
this. He spoke from knowledge of 
the success that had attended such 
inspection in Guernsey,, Channel Is- 
ands, . '
Mr. Guest thought that the com­
mittee should suggest penalties to be 
inflicted on gro-wers guilty of bad 
grading. \
In reply to a question, Mr. Grant 
said there was a penalty and the gov­
ernment would enforce it. Theri 
would have to be packing-house dis­
cipline if the Okanagan onions were to 
excel. He understood Mr. Swrrdy.
lad quoted him as having told the 
people of Okanagan Mission last
year that they could not gr6w too 
many onions, but he had qualified the 
statement by saying that no more 
onions of Oriental grade were wanted 
JUt if they grew onions graded up 
to a high standard, there would be 
an unlimited market. He lid not
think they could ever prow too many 
onions in the Kelawna district,, if 
they were of the right quality.
Mr. DeMara endorsed Mr. Grant’s 
remarks.
Mr. Swordy—“How large would the 
market beP'
Mr. Grant—“The world. Spain, 
with all the disadvantage of marine 
and railway rates, competes in the 
Canadian market, solely on qualit}*.” 
Mr. Swordy rejoined that he had 
not received five cents for three cars 
of first-class onions shipped since 
No-vember. There was no market 
’or them.
Mr.jj. Birch asked if it was not the 
cascythat there was a very heavy crop 
asj^ycar in the Ea^, and ^lat On­
tario was shippirig as far ’ west as 
Winnipeg.
In reply, Mr. Grant said that the 
-caminprton onion was not -  of the 
same high class as the onions that 
could be grown here. If ..Kelowna 
onions were graded as they should 
le, their market would be from'Hali- 
ax. to Vancouver.
Mr. Dilworth said the reason why 
there was no sale for Mr. Swordy’s 
onions was that the market was 
glutted with inferior onions.
During his recent stay in Calgary, 
stated Mr. DeMara. he found that the 
able complaint of this wholesalers
ran from No, 1 to No. 3. The People 
who bought such onions were just as 
exacting as the people who grew 
them, as the onions had to be resold, 
and housewives had a sharp eye for 
quality. ,
He had not heen able to obtain the 
acreage .of onions in B. C., owing to 
the lack of a representative organiza­
tion with which to deal, and instead 
of the 750 acres which he thought was 
the total,-*he found that 1,500 was 
about right. At 10 tons to the acre, 
the crop would thus be about 600 cars. 
Prairie requirements totalled about 
400 cars, so that there was appareptly 
200 cars over. After all they had 
beard about the unfavorable weather 
here last fall, the prairie people 
bought largelv of Leamington and 
California onionis. These onions were 
not as large nor were they of better 
miality than the Okanagan onions.
As regards what had been said in
through . its leaves IM pounds of spils need t em.. The defects of epn- 
watcr in 24 hours. It is evident in I tmual clean cultivation arc being iclt 
a weedv field the loss of moisture! niany and we have frequent; calls 
by transpiration must be enormous. | ^^r the qiWckcst method of building 
During the winter months there are '’P ofcriprri soils, so an outline of 
many snare hours that could be snent what wc feel is the quickest and safest 
in, cleaning the seed grain. Do not methods may help some of our orch- 
be satisfied with putting the grain ardists.
through the fanning rnill once, but 
continue two or three times until you 
have the large plump kernels. It is 
not necessary that every farmer 
should own a fanning mill. Often a 
group of farmers can go together 
and purchase one between them. In 
some cases farmers who arc very 
particular use sorting or picking 
machines and hand-pick their seed 
grain. This is an ideal method where 
a seed plot is used.
After the grain is thoroughly 
cleaned it should be stored in clean 
bins in a granary that, is mice proof, 
or in bags that can be stored away 
from the rodents. Before seeding 
this grain should be treated with for­
malin to prevent the following 
smuts:— ,
Loose smut ,of .oats (Ustilago 
arvenae)
Stinking, smut of wheat. Bunt 
(Tilletia foetens).
Covered smut of barley (Usti­
lago hoVdei).
The following two methods have 
been successfully used for. treating 
the grain:—
1. —-Dipping In Formalin Solution.
Mix 1 pint formalin (40 per cent 
formaldehyde) in 40 gallons of water. 
Immerse grain jii sacks in this solu­
tion 20 minuttes. After treatin.g, 
spread grain out on a clean floor or 
canyas to7 dry." Several treatments 
may be made with this solution.
2. —Sprinkling, with. Fprmalin Solu­
tion. Mix 1 pint formalin with 30 
gallons of water. Spread the grain 
out on a clean floor or canvas and 
sprinkle with solution. Keep shovel­
ling the grain from pile to pile in 
order to wet every kernel. When 
the grain is thoroughly moistened 
cover with sacking for three or four
the morning, it might perhaps be bet-1 spread out to dry.■ ‘ All sacks, wagon boxes and grain(Continued on Page 6)
If possible fall plough, discing the 
land. Apply manure during the win-, 
ter at rate of five to ten tons pc.r; 
acre. Disc this well in . the spring' 
before ploughing, this not only makes 
it easier to .turn under but mixes sojl 
and manure to a certain extent as 
well. When ploughed, broadcast throe 
hundred pounds of nitrate of soda per 
acre and work it wdl in during the, 
soring. Keep this clean cultivated; 
this conserves moisture and helps 
further to rot the manure. At the end 
of July, or August, plant to hairy 
vetch at the rate of forty pounds of 
seed per acre, plough in the spring. 
Manure alone can be imade to supply 
humus through keeping our orchards 
in clean cultivation for years, but the 
cost would be prohibitive arid wc 
would “eventually have to resort; to 
some cheaper method. If after 
thoroughly building up our soil, wri 
find it possible to put our orchard 
into alfalfa mulch, we can from tirnc 
to time add five tons per acre of 
manure to establish the mulch quick­
ly an <f supply plant food to stimulate 
the alfalfa. If you have no ^suitable 
place to store manure y> keep it frorii 
heating,, get it into the soil as soon 
as possible in warm weather. By 
getting the manure safely under 
ground you will lessen the house fly 
nuisance and conserve valuable plant 
foods in the soil which otherwise will 
be wasted on the air. >
R. H. H ELM ERi
Superintendent> Experimental Station 
. Summcriarid, B.G.
PARTIALLY IDENTIFIED
drills should be treated with solution troit News.
Sloan.—“Did you eVer meet a fellow- 
down there with one leg named San­
ders?” . - ‘
Doan (pondering). — HWhat was 
the name of the other leg?”—Dd-
-<aKTJ'» t̂giHasg«g*s.gaassi£5
S he  Tfancomfer








T  h e  SU N  has y^on the distinction of being- the; fastest growing newspaper in Canada. This standing has been achieved by it^ alertness 
for news, its fearlessness, its disregard of expense in 
order that its readers may be served. It carries the 
leased wire service of the most reliable press ser­
vices in the world, and ’
Last Week TOE SUN Leased Its Owe Wire
Th e  VANCOUVER .SUN has re­liable correspondents \vatchingnight and day in every country "oh 
earth, civilized and uncivilized, for 
news.
The Vancouver Sun has published 
first more big news scoops in the last 
year than any other two papers in 
Westerri'Canada.
The Vancouver Sun has a flow of 
news coming into its editorial rooms 
which is sufficient to “fill up” a 
paper ten times its size every day in 
the year _. . . but The Sun has 
trained editors who “cut it down” so 
its readers may get the worth-while 
-  news in compact form first in The 
Sun.
and npw has, in addition to what it had, the com­
plete service of The Chicago Tribune, recogni/ed  
as one of the World's ^ ea test newspapers. The 
Sun will choose from this the cream of its European 
news, cabled by the leading newswriters of the con­
tinent. New s of great moment as well as financial, 
sport and features is included-in this service which 
represents a financial outlay equal to the entire ex­
penditures of the old News-Ad of a few years ago.
Special trial subscription, 6  months $3.00—you 
won’t be without The Sun after you have read the 
first few interesting copies—use the coupon—but 
do it today for tomorrow you may forget.
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Vancouver, B. C. ^
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Ev e r y o n e  who catsour bread and pas- 
tty  can understand why  
our business is steadily 
growing. It is because 
this bakery, using mod­
ern, scientific methods, 
tfirns out delightful foods, 
' Order our bread by name 





(Continued from Page Sji
Boutlicrn market for seed potatoes 
.along the lines started by Mr. Abbott, 
late Markets Cotnniissioncr at Van-
cntala in North Okanagan renting 
direct. If, however, they were not 
bound down by the organization, the
couver, Mr. Grant said the Depart- evil would continue of their slumping 
. .• A —  ----- their stpff on the market. ,
Mr, Hcrcron believed that after tin's
ter to take the advica of tlicir friend 
from Japan and limit production 4t 
the outset. For safety’s sake, he 
would recommend that they produce 
enough onions to supply 400 cars 
and tlicy would tlicn he able' to 
gauge the jnarket, Tlic Leamington 
onions that had come into Winnipeg 
this season would not have done so 
if the Okanagan onions had been of 
better grade. During the first part of 
tlic season onions came in from Wis- 
coiisid and otlicr states and later from 
Leamington, California onions were 
scliing in Vancouver today because of 
the prejudice's, engendered ‘ In the 
minds of the Vancouver wholesalers 
through the weather conditions here 
vvhicli liad been so much advertised. 
Ho. copid help by getting informa­
tion regarding the mcrflods of mar­
keting in Oregon and California and 
communicating it to their sccretai*y. 
Tins was the advantage ,of dealing 
with an organization instead of a large 
number of' separate individuals, and 
he asked them to call on him for any 
help in his ppwer.
ment of griculture now had Mr 
Tice, an expert from Ontario, em­
ployed to certify the seed, and every 
effort was being made to get potatoes 
free frotn discarec. The movenfent 
started by Mr, Abbott had. bccir 
aborted largely through the lack of 
certification.
Mr. Gcllatly said-a quantity of seer 
potatoes had been grown under in­
structions from Mr. Abbott, who 
stated that lie had orders for sixty 
Carloads. The potatoes had been 
grown hut were still, waiting in stor 
age. As- Ml Abbott did not repre­
sent the government any more, this 
matter concerned the govcrnmciit.
Mr. Grant made it clear that the 
Markets Commissioner had. lathing 
to do with certifying seed potatoes. 
The certificates ^ssiicd by Mr. Abbott 
wer'e not adequate, as _morc informa­
tion in regard to the circumstances of 
growth was required than he had ob­
tained, also as to the character of the 
soil and its condition,
A hearty yotc of thanks to Mr. 
Grant was moved by Messrs. Boml 
and Dilworth, and was accorded amid 
loud applause.
The meeting then proceeded to con­
sideration of the suggested*- cluuBc.s
drafi, . , . , , „of the con.stitution, ted by the
Mr, Grant described. various Kinds Executive during the noon recess.
/
of packages, such as open mesh sacks, 
erntes etc., but he lield that any­
thing in the fancy line should come 
‘■'.o'li individuals making a specialty 
of a certain form of pack, rather than 
from a district groiJ^ing onions com 
mcreially,
•The people in the Fraser River 
Valley wanted to know how to C07 
operate vvith the people .of the Okan­
agan as to the prices for potatoes, in 
regard to which the Fraser River 
people had been the destructive fac­
tor hitherto. Netted Gem sold on the 
prairies at $5.00 more than any other 
variety on account of its baking quaL 
ity, and because it was a kind of 
potato .that they could not grow on 
tlic prairie. If graded as “Bakers”, 
Netted. Gems -from here could be sold 
at the same price as those landed on 
the orairie market from Walla Walla, 
Wash., and an effort should be made 
to get the jnarket, as it was discotir- 
agiri.g to see those dollars leaving the 
country for American potatoes when 
the money was needed so much here.
Question.s having been invited, in 
answer to Mr. Gellatly, who enquired 




Sample , and models are here, 
all marked at the new lov/ 
prices;
H i e k s
"HEAD TO TOE OUTFITTERS 
TO MEN”
In c u b a t o r s
- — a n d  -
Br o o d er s
B. C. AGENTS FOR
Buckeye, Jubilee, Reliable 
PraiHe State and - Electric 
Incubators and Brooders
We carry the largest and most 
complete stock in B, 'O, Wire, 
Fencing an.d Netting for Poultry, 
Farm and Berries. ‘
CATALOGUES FREE
A. I. JOHNSON & CO.
844 Cambie St., Vancouver •
The first, naming the new organi­
zation‘"The Okanagan Onion amb 
Vegetable Growers' Association," was 
adopted without discussion.
The second recited the objects of 
the- association and contained several 
sub-clauses. No. 1, "to improve the 
grading, marketing and production of 
vegetables,” was auickly passed, as 
also was No. 2, “to obtain the co­
operation p{ other onion and vege­
table districts in the Dominion." No. 
3, “to control the marketing, of crops 
grown on a Half-share agreement with 
Orientals” was productive of much 
discussion. The importance of the 
.clause was urged by Messrs. Dilworth 
and Price, whp asked for 'a full de­
bate on it.
Mr. Price said the Orientals got 
scared last fall by the market condi­
tions and sloughed off their onions 
at very low prices. , His own con 
tract provided that he was to dispose 
of the crop but, if he could not g? 
as good a price as the Orientals in 
tercsted in it with him, then they 
could sell. AH contracts should be 
based on fairness and honest dealing 
with the Orientals, but the whiles 
should be protected against panic on 
the part of the latter. The white men 
had their capital invested and had to 
stay, but the Orientals could go when 
they pleased.
Mr. F. Gillard pointed out thatOri 
entals renting land to operate on 
their own account constituted a' diffi 
culty,f as their scliing prices could not 
be controlled.
Mr. J, Birch could not see how the 
Orientals could be controlled, if.thei' 
claimed that half the crop belongec 
to them."'
Ml  Ciuest said the committee hac 
considered the question fully, ant 
they thought that if. it was providec 
that all onions leaving the valley hat 
to have a brand on the packages, the 
brand would represent a certain qual­
ity and the Orientals would have to 
co-operate,
Mr. Day remarked that the ,hardest 
thing he had found in his experience 
was to get the Orientals to put the 
proper onions in the sacks.
Mr, Iwashita declared that in some 
cases the white farmers showed n-o 
better judgrnent than the Orientals. 
He suggested that the, membership of 
the association should include all the 
Orientals, including^ the half-share 
growers, and then they could be con­
trolled.
Mr. E. L, Gross did not see how 
this was to work, in view of the Ori-
ircitr coiiditioiiB in this respect would >c improved, as the property owners ill North Oknii.'ijjaii could probably 
be induced to join in making pro­
tective conditions in their leases to 
Orieiitals.
Mr. Price «aid that for the major­
ity of the time during the- past five 
years he had been selling his onions 
at the highest price obtainable, but 
he held on to his crop last year to his 
loss. Yet, if lie had sold through a 
co-operativ^ organi;2a(ioit, the Ke­
lowna Growers’ Excli.intc,- he would 
have hccii'jilicad about $/,600 for the
CROWINe TOMATOES IN THE 
UmmUMBIA VALLEY
(Experimental Parma Note)
,Our season in Eastern British Col­
umbia, without frost, is comparatively 
short, running around 75 days, from 
June IS to Sept. 1. account of
this short period wo have to force 
out tender plants and ..vegetables if 
we arc to produce a crop during tlic 
season. Our yicidu from variety testa 
this past season were very encourai^- 
ing, so we shall go into detail in 
showing how the results were ob­
tained.
The seed was planted in the hot 
frame on'' March 24. and tke heat,
netted the growers'$34.75 per toutind r . ‘'*»“*'‘*®‘‘r-®P around 55-60
$57.45 the previous ye.ar, when tlic h*«Kr«c8 9 "
average price obtained by other grow- *9 ^ germinated, and it , was
ers was from $35 to $40 per t o n ,  a l -  out into flats on April 20tli.
though some had got from $75 toM^‘‘« cold frames were pr,ci>arcd by 
$100 per ton for a part of their crop. ^ , ?? as to form a
He had learned a lesson as to placed a an,i
operation and scliing through an or-hl>»;®®''»®k ‘“y "  of boainy-soil the plugs frequently b ow out, and 
ganization ' rotted manure. The yoo(ig is so adjusted that it will "blow out,
^Mr. Cross returned to the charge the connection, as soon as
s’ From now on until Wi"* <'«<!
t i n .  c o - o n e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  O r i e n t . - t l  r . - is h  I time, the plants w p f c  greater than the wires can carry
the first to ripen. This season the 
three-truss system produced the larg*^ 
cst yield of ripe . fruit, but largely 
because'we did not have as early a 
frost as usual. Under the flrM three: 
systems plants require to he set at 
least 18 inches apart in the rows; 
No.s. 4 and 5 a foot apart in the rows; 
and No, 6 four feet apart each way.
It was also noticed that different 
varieties require different training to 
produce tlic best, results.
R. G. NEWTON,
Superintendent, Expermicnta* Station 
Invorincre, B. C.
FUSE PLUG A SAFETY DEVICE
Many people have the idea that 
when a fuse plug "blows out,” it is . 
fiiercly that a weak link in the light­
ing system, has given way. Perhaps 
the occurrence is each time looked 
upon merely as one of those annoy­
ances which must'be borne.
A fuse i^lug is a safety device, ^nd
One Night-
Monday, March 7 snowiNo




S n I 'lc r trm n ''H .c '’‘ASjm iatiin,"^^ .■?d'’dcU'op‘’c d V a tro R  with pcrhcl aafety. Inatcad of aim-
In reply to Mr. Price, who cii- height, and the majority showed should be sought, 
quired what objection he Iiad to th«̂  blooin^ It was a comparatively easy. Fuse plugs arc usually placed near
h ig 'S io m  on^^halFahmc a B J o S ^  S ?  ',f"Jlfe“''hard " r ' ’'. ' “ 'P " "  '
meant that half belonged to the pan, and rc^niovc the plants .jvithout wlil^h they are fused is ^tamped 
Oriental tenant, who had the right to disturbing the root system. As the plainly on the plugs. For instance, 
do what he wished with his share. plants were set out they were pruned if the fuse plugs in your home arc 
Mr. Price took , issue Witlr Mr. and all auxiliary shoots removed. Each stamped "7j4 A," it means that this 
Iwashita’s assumption that the Oricn- plant was staked with a two-foot „„„ 1  ̂ ,
tal was a partner, and hold' that the stake as the plants were set a foot current'can be used* at one
Oriental was not a partner but wak apart in the rows, and rows two and tiuic on each circuit without danger; 
working for the owner .of the land a half feet apart. They were trained using more than this amount causes 
and was paid by half the crop. to a single stem and stopped on leaf danger from over-heated wiring.
Mr. Iwashita said the labor was off- k®̂3:ond the second truss of ̂  fruit. .j,. wiring in a house is
set against the capital invested in the This system left two trusses of. fruit ^ a house is
land. The Oriental risked his Iabor P"<* seven or eight leaves on each usually divided into a number of in- 
as against Hie capital risked by the Pruning was done once a week, dividual "circuits," each carrying not
white man. ' exercised to dcs- more than 7j*i amperes, or the equiva-
This statement was deemed s o c i a l - d ^ t o f t c d ^ f J I I i t ‘deJeloS” ’ I lent of from 15 to 20 ordinary liglils, ,
sle 'how  “ to ll'.c tbPs'eaSoS '1tnd‘" r f ; ' ‘ ^  .iron, such a, ’
Oriental to be under a contract pro- 'n , f ®Hlt‘vated iŝ  generally used, requires five am-
vicling for disposal of the crop by ‘‘‘P® .tm it{pgres of electric icurrent. If 7f*̂ -.ihp whir/, mtn was picked on August 7th, and fort _ r . .
A/T T 1,-f * • • A tu 1. y-,. . the* next month there was continuous I ’ “®®* ”°tMr. Iwashita rejoined that the On- picking. The average yield per acrem ore than five SO-wati lights 'can " 
ental ^nant was just as anxious to for the ten highest varieties, was 25 
get a high price for^he crop as the t6ris, 1,854 pouhds^64j4 Ibushela.
white man, and could best be held m Ulacrity A.I./18, C. E. F. was the high^ 
line by making him a member of . the est producer, yielding at the rate of 
association.: _You are bound, he dc- over 36 tons per. acre, 
dared, to give us the same treat- Besides the variety tetfT the folldw-
m ^ t  as British subjects. •  ̂ ing cultural-tests were tried out in permissible to use an electric iron
This ,verbal duel sharpened the dis- trainii^ the tomato plant:— permissioie to “®® ® . ^
cussion, which threatened'to veer to 1.—-Terminal bud of plant pinched ^ toaster Ofi the same individual
the Oriental problem in its general off after the first truss had formed, 
aspects, but Mr. Price sternly mar- and three side shoots witl; a truss if 
shalled various disputants into line fruit allowed fo develop, 
once more. What Mr. Iwashita had 2,—Terminal bud of plant pinched
said in regard to Orientals being keen off after first truss had formed, and 
for a high price might be applicable two side shoots with a. truss of friiit 
to the aggregate, said the chairman, allowed to develop, 
but individual Orientals were the | 3.—Terminal bud pinched off before
be "on”, the circuit at the same time 
as the iron without the tuses blowing 
out. Au .electric toaster carries about 
the same amount of current as an 
iron. Under no circumstances is it
(!>rdinary lighting circuit
time. If Tire, resulting yfrom over­
heating wiring Oiccurs when two suqji 
appliances have--been used, insurance 
companies are* justified in refusing, 
to pay claims for d.amagesi ^
, broken  ̂ the market, I any truss of fruit 'had forni^dT *aiid . v
which they had done right in Ke-1 three side shoots ivith a truss of fruit ® **e®ked, fuse plugs , which are fused
Io\yna. ' * . allowed, to. develop. *| to carry a fairly, low amperage, say r
Discussion of the clause was trained to a single stem 7j4 or 10 amperes; on your indiviAial
brought to an end by Messrs.^Weeks and stopped after the. third truss of distributing circuits should be used.-
and Swordy, who moved its adoption, truit. **
Carried. ~ ■ | ^ —N^urally grown.
Husband (out ^Ifjving with wife as; 
tests, they pass a span of mules)—“Rela-
___ .......vyu., _ much lives of ypurs; I suppose,” , he re-
Discussion of the following clause the natural grown. Plants . marked as the mules brayed.
“any farmer may become a member; the fewest truces of fruit were Wife—"Yes, dear. By marriagel”
Orientals excluded,” had been antici-
The next clause, “all produce shall! The following are a few general
marketed under a g u a r a n t e e d  . .  ®hove n cq i j 'Ui
brand,” was passed without d e b a t e .   ̂ . * ” ®‘hods of training were o   
pated to a considerable extent by the 
long tussle over the question of crop 
control.
Mr. Fleming frankly advocatei ad­
mission of Orientals to membership, 
provided that the association was 
controlled by white men. Otherwise, 
the whites would meet all the costs’! 
of operation and the Orientals would r 
reap the benefits without expense.: __
. Mr. Guest made a suggestion that; 
the heads of the Orientals, such as 
Messrs. Lee Bon a^d Iwashita and! 
the boss of the Hindus, be admitted, 
as their advice and co-operation would | 
>e valuable.
_Mr. F. Gillari^—"If you admit one, 
you might as wdl let-in—the_whole î
ONE SHOWING ONLY, MONDAY, 8.15 p.m. ADMISSION 20c & 35c
M I S S  Y T  A N D  Y O U  M I S S  A  T R E A T .  C O M E  O N E ,  C O M E  A L L !
bunch.” (Laughter.)
Mr. Price had no objection toj 
Messrs. Lee Bon and Iwashita being 
admitted, as they were good citizens, 
>ut he strongly objected to admission 
of the rank and file of_Orientals._ So| 
rar as the financial end went, he 
thought the white men could look 
after it all right.
Messrs. Day airtl Hereron moved 
that the clause be adopted as read. 
On a division, the motion was. carried 
>y 15 to S, and Orientals will thus not 
je eligible for membership.
The last of the clauses fixed the 
membership fee at StS.OO per annum, 
ind was speedily passed.
Mr. Dilworth asked that all present 
should indicate before leaving whe­
ther they were to join the association.
^The President invited ail those who 
did not wish to join to stand up, 
when only four or five did so, volun­
teering as their reason that they die 
not own land or were not at present 
engaged in growing, vegetables.
A_ strong resolution, urging com­
pletion of the C. N. R. in time to 
'■-andle this year’s crop, was moved by 
Messrs. Dilworth and Weeks and 
was carried. It will be sent to the 
Minister of Railways and to Mr. J. 
A. MacKclyie, M.P.
The Price of Tomatoes 
The following resolution was then 
.'Submitted to the meeting: Resolved, 
that the price of tomatoes for can­
ning purposes shall be $20 nett, mini­
mum per ton for. all varieties for the 
season of 1921.
In connection with the subject, a 
letter to Mr-'W- H. Stonehousc from 
the secretary of the U. F. B. C. at 
Kcremeos was read, stating that $17 
per ton had been offered at that point 
and that the growers there were not 
satisfied with that price.
Mr. Hereron said the tomato crop 
was an uncertain one and hard to 
grow. The price of $20 was a reason­
able one and tomatoes could not be 
grown for less. -■
Mr. Price advised the growers, if 
’omatocs could not be* produced for 
'*̂20 per ton, to say so and not to grow 
them, and not "'to sign contracts for 
less, but the canners’ side of the ease 
should be stated also.
• 'Various members pointed out that 
plants were $1.00 per thousand higher 
tliig year, water rates were higher, 
(Continued on Page 7)
R .  A M S  A Y ’S
P E R F E C T O
W A L L  F I N I S H
FOR INTERIOR USE
Gan be applied on any surface such as Wood.
« Brick, Stone, Plastered W alls or Ceilings, etc., pro­
viding the surface is thoroughly dry and hard, and 
free from grease. It covers well and when dry, will 
not rub off and can.be coated with same material if , 
desired, although in most cases one coat is suffi^ T 
cient. It spreads easily and will not show brush laps.
, W . W . LOANS
Opposite Saw Mill Office Phone 349
N O W  O N
W I L L  L A S T  O N L Y  T H R E E  M O N T H S  
A T  P R I C E S  A S  B E L O V S
P R IN C E T O N  LUMP* per - ...... ......$13.00
NANAIMO LUMP, per ton .........  .... . ......-...$16.00
NANAIMO NUT, per ton............... ............. .......... $15.00
DRUMHELLER LARGE LUMP, per to n .............. $14.75
LETHBRIDGE LUMP, per ton . . ......... . . $15.35
Delivered to any part̂  o f  the City.’
lOHNSTON COAL CO.
P h o n e s :  3 7 1  o r  3 7 4
I
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in and hear the New March Records
W e havp a Splendid Assortment
VEGETABLE GROWERS FORM 
OKANAGAN ASSOCIAHON
(Continued from Pajjc 6)
fertilizer was up $30 per ton and iui- 
nleiuciits were also more costly than 
last year.
aliall be obtainable. For this thirteen, 
voted, and it Was declaimed carried. .
Col. Pringle having suggested. dur­
ing the discussion that the Keremeos 
U. F. II. C. be written to, ashing 
their co-operation in securing the best 
possible ^ricc, Mr. Cross stated that 
the Dominion Canners grew 200 acres 
of tomatoes tljcre on their own ac 
count and had bought Qn\y 22 tons
/
P. B. W ILLITS & CO.
DRUGGISTS AND STATIONERS '
.  F r o n r t
1 4  t o  3 0
p e r  c e n t
■ON V A RIO U S LIN ES OF-
ROUGH and DRESSED LUMBER
Now is the Time to Build!
The Kelowna Sawmill Go.
Phone 221' LIM ITED Kelowna, B.C.
The c.anncry representatives having 
•’heen invited by tlie cliairman to speah, 
Mr. DcMara, for the Occidental, said 
he was not in a position as yet to 
state a .price. Mr. Cross, for the 
Dominion Canners, said $17.00 was 
tlie very best price that the liasterti. 
people who had control of the stoch 
could he induced to come jiip to. 
I.asl, year he had done his best to meet 
the grow-ers, and bad been promised 
the best tomatoes, but the tomatoes 
were the same quality as in former 
years, partly due, of course, to the 
had weather. His company was >̂ o- 
•ing into a had canning year with 
huge unsold stocks. The price namci 
by the controlling Eastern stock­
holders was at first less than $17.0f̂  
hut he h.ad induced them to come up 
to that figtirc, which was the maxi­
mum, as they intim.'itcd that they 
would rather close the plant than 
pay more.
Mr. Guest claimed that the can­
neries throughout Canada had fbrmcc 
a trust and n^xt year would pay 
even a lower price.
Mr. Cross .did not think that the 
growers in the West had proved to 
the canneries that they were doing 
their best to provide the 'quality of 
tomatoes that they had promised. 
He did not imply that every load 
was bad but at one time last fall the 
local cannery had seven or eight 
loads which the government inspec­
tors would not permit them to use, 
yet they were asked to pay the stand­
ard contract price for such stuff. H 
onions and potatoes were graded, 
why not tomatoes? If the waste on 
the platforms in handling did not 
’come to so much, the cannery would 
have a better chance to go to the 
Eastern directors and to say that 
IJclowna was producing a grade of 
toniatocs easier to handle than those 
from any other place and should 
therefore get a better price.
Mr. Guest agreed that tomatoes 
should be graded, but his kick was 
that the canneries did not provide for 
paying any higher price than, the cost 
of production. Tomatoes should be 
paid for accoading to grade.
Mr. Cross said the cannery made a 
large loss on la§t year's business.
. Mr.̂  Guest—“Was not there a large 
gain in previous years which would 
offset such loss?” .
—Mr. Cross replied thaf-the- cannery 
had paid no dividends for the past 
two years and there was no prospect 
of doing- so this year.
The fire alarm*sounded at this stage 
of the proceedings and a number of 
the members found their curiosity*; a 
stronger influence, than their interest 
in the price of tomatoes, although the 
chairman endeavored to kee^ them in 
their^seats 'by informing them that the 
fire would undoubtedly be put out 
vvithout their assistance.
la^t year from outside growers
‘ ‘ :uPresident Price wished to bring to 
the nttciitiou of. the meeting tiint this 
qucBlion had been brought to a heat 
by the United Farmcra, which showet 
the useful work that was being done 
by that organizatlQii, and he hoped the 
growers would all join it.
Wage rates received, a brief discus­
sion, the meeting having gradually 
thinned out until only- a handful -was
n
|;,v
Phone 298  ̂ P. O. Box 351
D .  C H A P M A N
M o t o r  H a u l a g e  C o n t r a c t o r
Mr, Herefon expressed the ppinion 
that no action should be taken until 
the return of Mr. Hayes, manager of 
the Occidental, when it . could be 
learned what he and-Mr. Duncan, of 
the Okanagan Cannery, prppose to do 
in the matter of prices. If- there was 
found to be a combine on the $17.00 
price, the farmers could then decide 
whether not to grow tomatoes this 
season.
Mr#,. Day said some men perhaps 
could . grow tomatoes at that price. 
He believed the Dominion Canners 
would set the price and that the oth­
ers would follow.
Dr. de Pfyffer suggested that the 
matter! of price be placed in the 
hands of the E.xecutive for negotia­
tion with the canneries, and that no 
contracts be signed except through 
the medium of tne Executive. He did 
not see any possibility of success 
through %dividuals negotiating direct 
with the canneries.
left. Mr. I Washita, in reply to a ques­
tion, could not sav what the Japanese 
—ere expecting tliis-ycar.
Mr, Iicrcron considered that the
wage que.stion should be looked into. 
From the number of unemployed men 
in the province, it did not seem likely 
that last year's high scale would be 
repented this season. He undcrstooi 
that the farmers iiv Saskatchewan were
pa^ng_$4() per month and board.
Weeks moved, and it was see 
ended: That the secretary be asked 
to write to the growers at Armstrong 
and Vernon, informing them, of the 
action taken in organizing and asking 
them to join the movement, • Carried.
Before ndjour'nment, Mr. Hercron 
announced that Dr. Knight, Veterin­
ary Inspector, was in the district In 
connection with certain troubles af­
flicting dairy - cows, and he advised 
any farmers who wislicd his advhSb to 
let him know at once.
The meeting dispersed at five 
o'clock, the proceedings having lasted 
five hours
Provincial Items
Dog-tooth violets are blooming at 
Chemainus.
The new pickle works at Vernon 
will commence operations in July.
The two machine guns allotted to 
Peachland as war. trophies arrived 
there last week.
Kamloops municipal tax rate will 
be 40 mills this year as against 42 
mills in 1920.
Penticton Lodge No. 51 of the 
Benevolent and Protective Order of 
Elks was formed last week with a 
mcmership of over 125.
A grant of $3,5M from the City of 
Vernon has been asked for by the 
Board of Directors -of the Vernon 
Jubilee Hospital. '
BARK BEETLE CONTROL 
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA!
Many Milliona of Dollars Damages | 
Result from Attack—Preventive 
Measures Successful Whillis
Part of the equipment fpr the Fifth 
3. C. Light-Horse, the new unit which 
isrs taken the place of the 31st B. C. 
Torse, has been received at regi­
mental headquarters at Kamloops and 
the remainder is in transit.
An issue of six per cent debentures
Furniture and Pianos moved with care Mr. Day thought that decisions tofo
Speedy, Comfortable Pneumatic Truck 
for Picnics, etc.
TAXI STAND
CARS f Or  h i r e  d a y  OR NIGHT 
Rates Reasonable. Careful Driving.
COMMERCIAL and PLEASURE TRIPS ARRANGED
hold out r this and. that price could 
not be enforced unless growers were 
bound by an agreement backed by a 
substantial forfeiture of $100 or $200 
for failure to abide by a stated price.
Mr. DeMara said a^difficulty bad 
arisen as to the semi-ripes, shipping 
of which had kept the canneries 
.standing idle. '
Mr. Dilworth replied that there was
to the ampunt o/^ $46,0(X) has - been 
sold by the City of Chilliwack tb> 
Pemberton & Son at a price of 90.22 
and. accrued interest. The proceeds 
will be used for road improvements.
The first two days of the Annual 
International Regatta of the Pacific 
International Yachting Asspeiatiph 
will be held at Cowichan Bay on .fitly 
1 and 2.' The yaents will sail on July 
3 to Victoria, where the , final portion 
of the regatta will be held. *
The power troubles in Penticton 
continue, the current being d ff . .on 
Thursday last, due, it us said, to one 
of the cylinders in the semi-Diesel 
engine cracking. A piston in one of 
the other cylinders ■ is also cracked. 
Tlie Diesel engines in the southern 
town have proved very troublesome 
•and unreliable, and the showing they 
have made is sufficient to discourage 
any other municipalities -that may 
have been considering that type of 
engine for-power-purposes;— -
THE FARMER OF THE FUTURE
About twelve years ago,'barlc-bcctlc 
outbreaks developed in Hie yellow 
pine Stands of soutlicrii British Col­
umbia, particularly in the Similka- 
mcen and Nicola districts. The earlier 
outbreaks have extended and new in­
festations appeared, until practically 
the whole yellow pine area shows 
serious bark-beetle injury. In* the 
valleys about Princeton, more than ISO 
million feet of'yellow pine have been 
so killed siii/:c 1913, and about tbc 
same amount in neighboring valleys 
is threatened with destruction.
The same injiy;y has been develop­
ing rapidly since 1918 in heavily tim* 
bered valleys lying northwest of 
Merritt. Judging from our knowledge 
of the Princeton outbreak, all this 
timber, estimated to be worth more 
than six million dollars, was practi­
cally certain to be utterly ruined 
within the next five or si?c years. 
This timber was being administered 
by. the Provincial Forestry Branch, 
the Dominion Forestry Branch, the 
Dominion Department of Indian 
Affairs and,' the Nicola Pine Mills,
Ltd.
In the winter of 1919-1920. an at­
tempt was made tb save this timber 
through extensive control operations.
An arrangement was made , whereby 
the easily available, commercial tim- 
)cr jn the worst part of the infe.st- 
ation was sold to the lumber company 
on the understanding that , the tim- 
>er would be cut within two years 
and the logging slash burned. Much 
of this commercial timber was cqt 
ast winter and the remainder, in­
cluding the infested’-trees, will be 
removed according to this plan. The 
two forest branches, Provincial and 
Oominipn, provided funds and men 
or direct control operations on the 
iigher land and in the less accessible 
valleys where lumbering normally 
would not be carried on'for years.’ | g  
The planning- and supervision of 
the control methods, —were^under- 
taken by the - Division of Forest In­
sects. Entomological Branch, Domin­
ion Department of Agriculture, in co­
operation with the various interests 
affected. Control . operations con­
sisted in marking’ cutting and burning 
the infested timber so as to des­
troy the broods of beetles over-win­
tering in the bark and thus prevent 
further spread of the injury. This 
work was conducted over many square 
miles of. territory in the Coldwater, 
Indian Meadows, Midway, and Spius. ^
valleys. Altogether more than\ 6,000 |P[g 
infested trees were cut and hurried 
sufficiently', to destroy ‘ the beetle 
broods contained in the bark. The 
work was done in the late winfer 
and early spring of 1920. The result 
seems at this date to have been re­
markably effective. Whereas there 
would otherwise have been thousands 
of freshly infected trees on that area 
last summer, there are actually only 
a few hundreds to be found. Without 
any doubt, a moderate amount of 
control’ work oi? the same area next 
soring will stop the further spread 
of the injury, and save the main 
stand of timber. It is planned to 
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Listings desired of good- .Residen­
tial and Orchard Property .
® O ne Mfin K n o w s
We had a letter from .a 
man who operates a small 
mine up the coast. He 
says he is glad to know' 
why Pacific Milk is better 
value than ariy he has 
tried.
According to his* state­
ment, it is only reason­
able that milk put up in 
British Columbia should 
be biJttcr than Eastern 
milk because our cows arc 
not subject to the severc- 
weather conditions. “Be- i 
sides we all know B. C. 
is one.of the best dairying 
countries in the world.” 
There is *no- 
thing to add. 
to Tiis state­




Factories at Ladner and Abbotsford, B.C.
G O O D D R Y
Per Sack .... :........ .7Sc
Delivered ...... ....... ..$1.00
a clause in the contract's regarding 
semi-ripes, and it was up to th
W O O D  F O R  S A L E
at
The Johnson Barn, Lawrence Ave.
PH O N E 298
BRUCE’S BULBS for Summer Flowering
<RADIOLUS
Unequalled for beauty of Bloom. 
Plant in May and June, bloom in 
August apd September. Easily 
grown and'bulbs good for several 
■eaaons.
DAHLIAS
Very handsome flowers. Plant in 
May, bloom in September. Easily 
grown and tubers good for several 
seasons.
BRUCE'S CHOICE MIXED. A 
good mixture, 10 for 50c., 25 for 
$1IX). lOO |or $3.50 postpaid.
BRUCE'S SUPERB MIXED. A 
grand mixture of all sorts, 10 for 
80c.. 25 for $1.80. 100 for $6.50 
postpaid.
SEPARATE COLORS. White, Yel­
low; Pink. Scarlet and Striped, 
10 for 75c,'25 for $1.50. 100 for 
$5.50 postj^id.
SHOW, DECORATIVE. CACTUS, 
COLLARETTE, POMPON and 
SINGLE varieties. In many 






for $1.12,ate and distinct,-12 
35 for $2.65,
CALLA .nod other LILIES, TUBE- 
ROSKS, CALADIUMS. etc. See 
Catalogue.
FREE—Our 128-page Catalogue of 
Seeds, Plants. Bulbs, Garden Imple­
ments and Poultry' Supplies. Send 
a card for it to-day. -
JOHN A  BRUCE & CO., LIMITED =“ 8
EtUblUhed 71 Year* H.AMILTON, ONTARIO
le can
neries to enforce it.
After further, discussion in which 
Messrs. Guest, Marty and Dilworth 
took part, Mr. Price asked Mr. Cross 
whether the JDominion Canners cbuld 
raise the price if the semi-ripe clause 
was taken out of the contract.
In reply, Mr. Cross said he could 
hold out no prospect of any higher 
price thaii the $17.00 he had already 
quoted. After last season, the East­
ern stockholders had determined that 
there should cither be a- very differ­
ent sea.son this year or no canning at 
all. Most of the pack here was under 
the Eastern standard, owing to green 
and watery tomatoes instead of the 
best which had been promised by the 
growers. He could not answer .ex­
actly a question as to prices paid for 
tomatoes in Ontario, but he knew that 
last year from $6 to $8 per ton had 
heen paid. In normal years the East­
ern price was from $13'to $18 per ton 
Answering another question, he said 
usually Earliana was not as solid .a 
variety as the kinds grown' in On­
tario, considering the waste, but the 
prairie trade preferred it. The varie­
ties chiefly grown in the East were 
John Baer, (Chalk's Jewel and Land- 
peth. .
Messrs. Guest and Swordy moved 
that the resolution naming $20 per 
ton as the price for tomatoes be 
adopted.
Further discussion ensued and. to 
test- the feeling of the meeting, a show 
of hands wa.<v taken of those who were 
ready to grovv_ tomatoes, provided the 
price was satisfactory, when twenty 
hands were held uq, Another vote 
was taken to learn how many were 
unwilling to grow tomatoes Ibr less 
than $20 per ton, resulting* in a show 
of nine hand.s.
Mr. Hcrcroji- and Col. Pringle then 
moved as'an  amendment that the 
resolution fixing the price be Laid on 
the table until further informatiDh
The-farmer of-the future must be 
a mechanic rather than a day laborer, 
remarks D. D, Gray, Superintendent 
of the Central Experimental Farm 
at Ottawa, in the December number 
of the Agricultural Gazette, of Can­
ada, This of course must not be 
taken in a literal sense, but rather as 
suggesting that the future agricuir 
turist must combine with a multitude 
of other things he requires to know 
a greater knowledge of mechanics 
than he has formerly had. Accepting 
this suggestion as his text, Mr. Gray 
tells of records that have been kept 
at the Central Farm on the cost of 
operating three makes of tractors. 
The cost of operating the smaller’ 
tractor is shown to be greater than 
the cost of operating the larger, 
that is in regard to horse power. The 
cost of discing with the smaller is 
shown to be less, due to greater speed 
possible than with the greater. The 
cost of̂  ploughing with the smaller is 
more man with the larger. The lighter 
machine burned gasoline at a cost of 
45 cents per gallon and the heavier 
machine, kerosene at 28yi cents per 
gallon. Cylinder oil tost 85 cents per 
gallon.
fested areas during the coming | 
spring.
The entire Princetort-Merritt-Kam-1 
loops forest, throughout the greater | 
l>aft of which the b^k^bw tle injury 
is evident, has been estimated by the 
Commission of Conservation to con-> 
tain more than two billion feet bf| 
yellow pine, which would be worth 
to the country in manufactured value j 
between twe^ity and forty millions | 
of dollars. The bark-rbeetle outbreaks 
threaten the destruction of the great-1 
er part of this timber before it can 
be used commercially. Control opef-| 
ations such as those jfist described, 
together with the burning of pine I 
logging slash, afford our only hope 
of checking the injury and saving 
the remaining tiinber. Fortunately! 
these promise to be effective.
Similar outbreaks occur in western 
white pine and in Ipdgcpole pine | 
throughout the. southern part of the 
province, but control work in ' these! 
species, has not yet been attempted.— 
J. M. Swaine, Entomological Branch, j 
Dominion Department of Agriculture.
Red or White -  
-P er-S a ck v .....v .w .....v $ 1 .7 5
Oranges, sweet and juicy,
per dozen ....... ................ .40c




PHONE 30 KELLER BLOCK
INCREASING VALUES OP
WOOD PRODUCTS
It was Nellie's first visit to the 
museum, and she was accompanied 
by her mother. Room after room 
they passed through, till at length 
they, stood before a knight in shining 
armor.
“And this, Nellie,” said the fond 
mother, “is a suit of armor which 
o.sed to be worn by the knights of old. 
What do you think of it, dear?”
For a few seconds Nellie regarded 
it thoughtfully. Then she shook her, 
head.
“PVaps it was all right,” she said, 
^pubtfully. “But don’t you think, 
mother, i t . must have scratched the 
furniture awfully?"
The appreciation in value of timber | 
is- shown in a recent transaction in 
second-hand materiaL Last year, at 
Bellevue, Ont, a wooden bridge on 
the Algoma Central railway was re­
moved and replaced by a steel struc­
ture. * The bridge . had been built j 
abqut twelve years ago, of Douglas 
fir. After being taken down and | 
after twelve years use, the timber. 
1,250.000 board feet, was sold for a 







“What’s the difference between 
an old man and a worm?”
“No difference. Chickens 
tfabW-BoUr/’ ' r
DARK’S
S h i o e  S t o r e
erct
Specialises in “Leckie’s" Eojr 
Men, Boys and Girls.
. ■, ■ .■■■ I,-. I; ■  I ■ ■ •:
(< »
P h m  m o m THE KELOWMA COORIEE AMD OKAHAOAM ORCHARDIST THURSDAV, MARCH 3, 1921.
j |  G u n n i M T  ] |




About 50,000,000 die annually,
5.723 die liourljr.
95 die every minute.
18 persons died while you arc re.id- 
inn this,
23 persons arc accidentally injured 
every minute.
1,380 persons arc accidentally in 
Jured every hour,
33,120 persons arc accidentally in 
Jured every day.
12,088,800 persona are acCidchtally 
injured every year.
A person is twice as liable to die 
from sickness or accident as from old
age.
Every five minutes one person is 
accidentally killed. ^
One death in every nine is due to 
accidental causes.
“ One person out of every eight 
suffers disability during the year.
Five times a^ many persons arc 
accidentally killed or injured each year 
as die from natural causes.
More accidents occur outside of 
mills, factories and industrial plants 
tlian in them.
More than -5,000 persons are killed 
and 50,000 injured each year as a 
result of fires.
More than 8,000 persons arc killed 
annually in railroad accidents.
More than 6,000 persons accident­
ally drown each year.
More-than' 15,000 persons „arc killed 
every year in automobile accidents,
BOr SCOUTS’ COLUMN
Troop First I Self Last I
Edited by "Pioneer."
March 1, 192i:
Orders by coniitiami for week ending 
'  March 10, 1921.
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week.
Otters; next for duty. Owls.
Parades;, The Troop at the G, W'. 
V. A. Club Room on Friday, the 4th 
instant, at 7:15 p.pi. Gymnasium at 
Wesley Hall on Monday, the 71 h in­
stant, at 7:30 p.m. The Cubs at the 
Club Robin on Tuesd-ay, the 8th in­
stant, at 7:15 p.m. Bugle Band at Mr.
WIRELESS EXPLAINED
(By T. Thorne Baker, in The 
London Daily Mail)
Mile-long waves which travel so 
fast that they could go round the 
world seven times in lc.<is than a 
second—these are the things .we arc 
reading about daily, the electric dis­
turbances set up in space, or in the 
"ether" which fills space, by wireless 
aerials spotted all over the world:




Performance to Be Repeated at the 
Empress on Tuesday, March 8
The Women’s Auxiliary meet at 
the Club on Wednesday, March 9,
Our usual fortnightly meeting takes 
I place at 8:30 p.ui, on Saturday, and 
, (Contributed) . st-vcral matters of general interest
It was a cap.ac.ty house that waited |
imposing ceremony when the Memor­
ial Stone is unvcifeced in thf; Park. It 
would.be a great asset to the city if 
the regimental band of the RangersK
could be organized here. Major Ab
bott has aski^ our help in securing :m 
the company is to be Iccpt up to full
armory. It is certainly hnperativ” if
strength and efficiency and at the 
same time will .supply that Coninmn- 
ity Hall which'is so inucli lii'cded. A
the rising of the curtain at the Rut­
land school on Friday evening hast.. address last Satur-
The roads were .at their worst but ! interesting anecdotes.
...otlnng coMid t.akc the edge off the difference in French and British 
iptcrcst that had been created by the I handling the natives in
aiiiiounccinont that a group of Kut- i,,„stratcd during Col.
Eood deal of politicM criticism haseei
piano, and the C an oetdVc below, a 
Gore’s rooms on Wednesday, the 9th | persoU standing sqino'" distance away 
instant, at 7:15 p.m. ■ . will hear both notes simultaneously,
The following have now passed yet the middle C sets up twice as 
their Mile at Scout’s Pace test: Sec- many air waves a second as the lower 
ond D, Balsillie and Scouts Ellis Todd, C; the sound travels at the same 
W. Balsillie, W. Akcroyd • and F. speed, the wave-length is different.
Magee. ^ I Just the .same with wireless signals. I MacGinnis and Mr. Gowen, of Kc-
Wc arc sorry that tligrc seems to.bcJ One transmitting'apparatus may semi lowna, as well as a cicvcc farce sketch 
a great slackening up of First-class out waves a thousand metres long, by Mr. MacGinnis. By this time the 
tests, and nbw is the time particu- another live thousand metres. Both entertainment was off to a good start 
larly to take up this work, before the travel at the same rate, about 186,000 and the audience settled itself to a 
rush of the concert begins. We hope miles per second, but the longer night’s enjoyment. From the curtain 
to be able to report some progress at waves arc more suitable for long-1 rise to "God Save the King.” the dra- 
a very early date. You know they jjataucc transmission. 1 matic work of the youthful actors
5m i/‘ifc “ill’s ̂  passcdSiis S rst-d^ss ^  metre is rather more than a yard, moved smoothly and delightfully. As-
and the early wave-lengths employed siduous practice combined with nat- 
Wc wish to acknowledge with in wireless were three hundred and^ IT I I ■ ^  ^  ^  I M M , M. M ft ̂ 1 ft ■ 1̂
land young people were to present a p^. command as Base
•rous play entitled "Ihc  Young r-.....?..................humor s l  titl  "The  Commandant at Messina 
Village Doctor . An effective stage
setting had been erected and a buzz . ^ar-
of happy anticipation filled the hall. I__ .....................................  ___ of the sale of beer and light wines in
cu levelled at Sir Sum 'Hughes in 
the past for bis lavi.sh cxpcndniirc in 
armories all over, the country, but 
that policy lias been more than justi­
fied 111. the practical comnuinity use 
to wliiclr they have been put, and 
they were invaluable for mobilization 
purposes.
The Premier, and our local member 
.have been notified that this branch of 
the G. W. V. A. is strongly in favor
As I nreludc to the nlav ihcr** wis I Cadet Corps is nearly 100 clubs under reasonable safeguards,
As ,1 p c d . ^ “ ' strong. With the Cadets, Boy Scouts, and.it has been suggested that the
m
.1 . , • , str . it  t  L t , Uo  b t ,  .it s  s
a well rendered musical programme I Kocky Mountain Rangers and G. W. utmost care be talccn in granting
given by Miss Staples, Mr. and Mrs, I V. A., it should be possible to have an these privileges *to new clubs.
;l.ank ,a  supply of blo«c.s from M r . „ j „ U r e d  mc.rcs; fl.o former for|
Mpre than 40P,000 persons each year'
' ile
Bank of Va°n'a“d a r“The^blottcr^^ arc^“n distancos, the latter for longer I |„g added to the general amusement. I
Sets of ten, each blotter with one of ones. Very much longer waves are The stellar roles of the young |
the ten Boy Scout Laws endorsed, I in frequent use today. I Jane, the Independent, and
and with a letter of the Semaphore • «i « • Mrs. Cranc,^ her g.irrulous mother,
Alohabct the ten reading "Be Pre- . r , , were taken by Leon Fitzpatrick, Miss
pared". ’We have also received a people who are £jeth Dalgloish and Mrs. Logan with
bunch of these blotters for the Rut- "Ustening-in”- for messages, and that a naturalness and a finish not expect-]
Under-accident policies a claim is ' W  to they ^ct into touch w i th - i  c., arc able ed of amâ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  amusing patients
;a o-..-., hand them over to any member of Uq listen to-^thc signals from some
the Rutland Troop who can call for , cMtinn l»v tnnino- who called to consult the young doc-
the same at the Scoutmaster’s office. tuning. tor and each impersonation was car-
'We shall be very glad of any as- We all know how a certain glass rted out witji an abandon that delight- 
sistance anyone can give us towards cqp, or vase in a room will ring in audience.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
A George Melford Production
suffer accidents due to automobi s.
paid each year to one of every seven 
insured.
Under hcqlth policies a claim is paid 
each year to one of every five insured.
MORAL—Accident and health in­
surance will not prevent accidents of 
illness, but it affords financial aid at 
a time when it is most heeded.
No disabled man ever regretted hay­
ing taken out accident or health in­
surance.
Study my policies and rates—there 
is no mystery about the insurance or 
the securing of it.
4 4
B e h o l d
- I
Call, write or phone to
C.G.BUCK
PENDOZI ST. '
Phone 216 P.O. Box 80
Fertilizer!
THE REAL THING
We have the exclusive agency 
for the •
Call or Phone early. There is 
only a limited suppl3̂
Limited
Fruit-Packers and Shippers 
Office: Next Bank of Commerce 
Phone 161
locating an old piano which we can I gy^np^thy ^ certain note struck Iin niir Gliih room from now on I .• ' # ■ - I Hcssic Dut?ĉ &n nncl Iv. i^itzpdtricK ns
up to the Concert. It would save a | piano—because; if struck or| Mr. and Mrs. Grab, Miss Zella Mon-1
very^great'deal ^f time To have one 1 tapped it would itself vibrate and I ford as Miss Clingcr, Miss Olive 
in' our own club room for rehearsals, give put the same hote. .White as Miss Knovving, Miss Turner
“" s u S o H i ”"™ n.?;* in order for Phenomenon of resonance will
the place of our forthcoming annuaU vibrate whose Mrs. Groan, George Trask as Samuel
Easter Hike. And how about taking natural rate of vibration happens to Lovejoy, Ralph Campbell as Brier
an over-night hike this time wkh the be that of the note struck. A tuning Ml’® l-'®jyy®*'* TYm. Pattci^on as Solo-
cooking to be done in Patrols? V I fork, for instance, which gave the n o te h ^ r Z l f ^ J r /T '^ n ^ n ^At the reorganization meeting bi v- young man, L. Mon-
thc Cubs last week under A .S .M ,^ would vibrate, very faintly, n o ^ r d -  as die Consulting Doctor, and 
Parkinson, the following Sixes w e r e  doubt, if held near a musical iii- Donald Campbell as the Returned 
arranged, with the Sixer in each case strument on which the same C was All these young actors
first named and his Second following: struck ' 1 handled the parts assigned them with____  - — -H -----. —^------- ------ , aptness .and. Tiappy charactcnzation.
T,. . T Now, imagine a tuning fork the The role of small boy was played by
Black Wolves — J°^" prongs of which .could be lengthened Kenneth Logan and Frederick Tur-
Presented by Jesse L. Lasky. '
Adapted from the novel, “The Translation of a Savage.’’ 
, by Sir Gilbert Parker.
Practically an all star cast interprets the. important roles 
ill George Melford’s ^reat picture of the Canadian North­
west. the most important of which are Elliott Dexter, 
Mabel Julienne Scott, Milton Sills and Ann Forest. Em­
bittered vvith life, a proud aristocrat sneeringly marries an
Indian squaw. Then sent her hbme’to disgrace his family,
th.
i»r 1 A XT r» M f  was struck i.e., whatever M issBruceconflributedanex-
Silver Wolves—-Gordon Hang, Peter length of musical wave was sent out quisitc violin solo and Mi.ss I")alziel 
Murdo^i, Allen McGibbon, Joe Ath- _  Could adjust the fork to re- a delightful vocal number. During
Gordon Cooper, Harry Campbell, pl'enomena into electro-magnetic (or
Jack Witt, Rob Lloyd-Jones, Cedric | wireless) wave phenomena, and your j :Much credit for the succe'ss of the 
Boyer.
and sank to the dregs in the lumber camps of the Nor l 
A tale of Canada’s frozen wildSj society’s' drawing rooms, 
and the biggest, deepest thing In human hearts.
Lchrman comedy, ’’The Punch oT the Ixish.’*
Saturday Matinee, 3:30. 15c and 35c. 
Evening—One Show Only—8:15. 25c and 55c.-
tuning fork becomes the tuning  ̂ in-1 entertainment vvas due to Miss Bruce,
, ductapee'with which you can make I the Public School staff, who was
..,|your receiver respond to whatever | stage manager of the |
So enthusiastic was the general 
public about the performance that a| 
For good technical reasons w i r e l e s s  I t®P®tition of the play has been decid-i
^ d  upon, to take place , in the Empress | 
Theatre, Kedowna, on Tuesday even-
MONDAY ONLY
A Sidney A. Franklin production
What He Would Do
"Now,: boys,” said the teacher, . . . .
want each 'of you'to write me a of wireless wave the station is
position on the subject. ‘What I sending out. 
would do if I had $5(),()G0.’ “
w5a"'ca'i?i'<l.tr,'the"„” t  i f ‘I  I ,  ...............
blank sheet. > ■ '  and \vhen we read of a thousand] ing, March 8.
“ ■What does this mean?" demanded metre wave it means that the length 
the teacher sternly. "Where is your of each disturbance sent through comoosition? i
U n s e e n  F o r c e s
r ^  traveller left his umbrella in aj
■‘T'tir.f* J  ®pa<̂® inconceivable velocity I hotel, after attaching to it a card
wha't‘J ’d“ do’ if Y had $SO,o66.’’—Cana-1 186.(X)0 miles a second _is some | ^mbrella*^bd?ngs ^t(T?"mSi
Comes glowing from the fiery furnacd of inspiration and 
tempered with great originality. It is so exquisite, so 
fragile, so beautifully and poetically fragrant that it is like 
a breath of spring. It stands out as one of the most 
charming things that the silver sheet has mirrored these 
many . days. Sylvia Breamer has the leading role and is 
supported by. Rosemary Theby, CoUrad Nigel, Robert 






Warehouse Next to C.P.R. Waarf
FLOUR AND FEED always 
in Stock at Lowest Prices.
Agent for Magnet Separators
thousand yards in length. Seven his fist a blow of)
of such waves would bridge the space two hundred and fifty pounds. Com- 
between two wiraiess stations ten I mg back in five minutes.” 
miles apart. The receiver would He returned to find the umbrella | 
|u „ . his ciroui. ,0  r.spojd to =
thousand m etre wave-length. can run twenty miles an hour. Isn’t)
These waves do not follow each coming back." 
other with the grandiose solemnity of 
sea.waves; in wireless telephony a 
hundred thousand of them may come 
flashing by-in-the-course“cf:a'second.
So.delicate is the receivin.g ippacatus j 
of today, that little interference is) 
caused through the hundreds of mes-
Christie comedy, "DUCKS”, and Ford Pictorial, “WHAT 
THE OCEAN HIDES.”
Evening, 7:30 and'9. 20c and 35c.
a n n
A Humorous Play—rUnder the auspices of . mMm
ST. A N D R EW S GUILD, RUTLAND »!■
Tbursdayy March 10th
THE.
C O ., LTD .
, . , Under instructions from* Mr. E. F'.
sages jhat arc^crossing_space_aUoneLT„^k^,-the undersigned will^ffcr by
and the same time with many a Auction at the Layritz Ranch,
different wave-length. from Kelowna, on
Methods of tuning are highly re­
fined though intensely simple. Di­
rectional devices have also helped
considerably in this way. Yet it | a qnantity of very desirable Fnrnilnre. 
seems Wonderful that, while a separ- Household Effects, Tools, etc., as 
ate pair of wires is needed for every listed below:
telephone circuit at work, innumer-j .Car, 1916 . Model (suitable
able people could spealt by wireless
through the common ether without six Oak Chairs, leather seats.
interference, save that .“Hstenefs-in” Three Oak Rockers. Sofa, oak.
would be able to gather-.up innumer-j Oak Dresser and Stand.
able fragments of their conversation, i' 4-6 White Enamel Bed, complete.
Four pairs Woollen Blankets.
GAVE HER THE SACK | I.l'ree Eiderdowns. Four Pillows.
Three Carpet Squares. 7x10.
Three small Rugs.; Auto Rug.
’ T N E T O O N G  V ILttG E
V
5 »
Livery and Transfer Stables ' 
Cartage Warehousing Distributors
“Daddy, dear, cook’s going to j two pairs "Green“'PorYicrcs' 
leave.” said the vicar’s daughter, “ and Six pairs Lace Curtains.
I simply can’t think how we’ll ever I Hall Mirror. Quantity of Pictures, 
get another.” I S ^ n g  Machine, 6 drawers
in the EMPRESS THEATRE^on
Tuesday, March 8th
Admission: Adults, $1.00. Children, 50c.
Doors open at 8 o’clockNineteen in Cast
i W A W J W V J V V W J V W - W g
W E D N E SD A Y  A N D  T H U R S D A Y  ’ A
Goldwyn’s Remarkable Achievement
„T-, J I TM- , I Electric Fan. Electric Iron.Dear, dear! That seems a pity, j i«;iectric Grili.
G a r s
Always on hand (all new) Day or Night.
E x e u r s i o n  T a l l y - H o
Capacity, 25 passengers. Special Rates.
Our Trucks are All New and Up-to-date. Contracts taken 
for Heavy or Light Freighting.
Couldn’t you—er—well?” j McCIary Range. Coal Heater.
“Oh, it’s no use: She’s not honest, Nitchen Table and Chairs, 
so I’ve told her to go.” , Utensils. Cooking Utensils,,
The vicar brooded over bis sue- Glassware,
culent cutlet; he thought lovingly of Wass Lamps,
yesterday’s souffle. , •.
"Scripture asserts, my dear.” said j
he, “that if a man take away thy ^^® j? Tub and Wringer, 
coat, let him have thy cloak also.” i dozen S^Iers.v _
"Exactly!” replied the vicar’s pert T’' ’® dozen fanned Fruit 
daughter. “I found out that she’s ^ 9 '  ®” .^”*‘'̂ 9®®*
stealing potatoes, so -.I’ve given her I X. sacks Table Beans, 
the sack.” . | Planet Jr. Cultivator.
Forks, Rakes, Hoes, Shovels.
Spade, Axes, Saw.
g ‘EA R T H B O U N D ’
Basil King’s Powerful Story of the Unseen World.
George Loanc Tucker’s statement—"There is a message
■ plyin ‘Earthbound’ that the wide world is greatly and dee  
interested in. I sincerely hope that everyone who liked 
my production of ‘The ^liraclc Man! will go to see ‘Earth- 
bound’.’’ '
Gouverneur Morris Deeply Moved—^"That astounding 
drama which yesterday passed with unutterable aignity
MY WOOD, $4.00 PER DICK, DEUVERED
HIRMTIIIIE liD PIMOS HOVE WITH GIBE
Phope 20—Day or 'Night.
was leaving home for thej ,^nd a number of other small articles, 
office the morning .before Christmas i • n j
his wife said she wished him to 
bring back a banner for her SundayT* ^-1 quality.
School class, but as she did not yet Terms: Cash, 
know the wording for it and size
needed, she would send him these two oaie ae z p.m.
items. Consequentjy before going I No reserve, as Mr. Tucker is Icav- 
home he went ^o the. nearby .tele-1 ing. the valfcy. ; 
graph office and found great excite-1
R ; r i i s r b r ’ rS?ivTr"'‘̂  ̂ G . W . C u n n in g h a m .
"Unto us a-child is born. Three feet I
wide and six feet long.” .'33-lc •  AUCTIONEER
before our astounded eyes. Dignity, power, passion, 
drama—my heart almost stopped beatingl No great work 
of art has ever held me more spellbound.”
V
V
A gripping story of personalities reaching back and 
forth across the snadowyTiarricr. The year that it has 
taken, in creation, began a new era for the screen. The 
all-star cast includes Wyndham Standing, Mahlon Hamil­
ton, Naomi Chambers, Alex, B, Francis and Kate Lester.
V Comedy AttracUon: "TOONERVILLE TROLLEY MEETS ALL TRAINS.”
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First (insertion; IS cents per line: 
, cachtadiiitiomil insertion, 10 cents 
per line. .Minimum cliargc per 
• week, .10 cents.
In ' estimatinjo; the cost of an ndver- 
trsenietit^ ' subject to the tnininuim 
charge as stated above, each initial, 
abbreviation or group of figures not 
exceeding five counts as one word, 
ami five words count as one line.
If so desired, advertisers may have 
replies addressed to a box number.
" Care of The Courier, and forwarded 
to their private! address, o r ' delivered 
on call at office. For this servic^ add 
10 cents to cover ■'postage or filing.
RAOtt IHNB
<fENDBRS WANTED
Sealed bulk Tenders mailed to the 
undersigned will be received until 
noon, tile 14t|i day of March, 1921, 
for consfriiction of alterations and 
additions to the Kelowna Courier 
Building. Plans, Snccillcation ami 
Form of Tender can be obtained from 
the Architect on deposit of Five 
Dollars, which will be refunded on 
return of the plans, etc.




Post Office Box 244, 
33-2f . Kclpwna.
Announce'ments» .
Fifteen cents per line, each inscr> 
tion; inininiuni charge, 3U cents. 
Count live words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 





Ladies’ hair shampooed and singed 
Apply Box 11 or phone 5204. 2S-tfc
PROPERTY FOR SALE
FOR SALE— Four-room 
$700 cash, or on terms. 
Lock/ Wilsom Avenue.'
cottai|c,
2p' ' " “V i
FOR SALE—House partly furnished, 





F O R /S A L E —Two fully 
brick houses. For p u 
.^ces,-ap p ly  H. D., Riggs
Five 'Hundred Drive on Friday. 
M.-xroh 11, in I, O. O.' F. Hall, given
. _____________________ ‘he au.spices of the Rcbelcah
ADVERTISEMENT RE LOSS OF Lodge. Tickets, 3Sc. 33-2c
There was no meeting of the City | 
Council this week.
Mr. N. D. McTavish returned from 
the Coast on Thursday.
Mr. J. J. Staples was a passenger] 
Telephone tp Trclicrnc, Man., on Wednesday.
Mr. W, J. Palmer left on Friday 
for a business and pleasure trip to 
the Coast.
Mr. Leopold Hayes returned on] 
Tuesday from England, where, he 
spent most of the winter.
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
Land Registry Act
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY 
.. CONCERN:
Re Part 20 Acres of E
James H. Trenwith is offering I 
Flashlights at one dollar each for his 
Saturday Special on March S next.
See the windows. 33-lc|• *1 *
Half of -Scc-
Mf. and Mrs. John Cummings left 
on Monday for England, where they] 
will probably reside in future.
Mr. and Mrs: FJ. H. Holman, of) 
Winnipeg, arc paying a short visit to [ 
their daughter, Mrs, G. A. McKay.
Mr. W. Lloyd-Joncs returned on 
Saturday from a visit of two months* |
lion l^T w p, 23, Oioyoo, Division, | j. i" Onlario,
CORONATION AVENUE — Cot 
tage. in good repair, $1,000; $250 
Cash, (balance, easy terms. Mantle ,& 
Wilson. 31-tfc
FOR SALE—Miscenaneouo
FOR SALE'-^Fresh cow; one horse, 
■ driving or saddle. Apply P. O. Box 
201, Kelowpa. , ’ 33-lp
, FOR SALE—Langshan eggs from 
pure-bred- stock tested by Mr. A. 
Notley under the Hogan system; 
$2.50 * per setting. G. „ A. Fisher. 
Phpne 21. 33-tfc
FOR. SALE—Pure-bred setter pups.
For prices^ apply Leslie Dilworth, 
Vernon, Road. 33-tfc
FOR SALE*~La<ly’s riding costume, 
almost tiew. Phone 2111. , 33-2p
FOR SALE or exchange for pullets.
imported Mammoth Bronze turkey 
gobbler.. . Mrs. Miller, East Kelowna.
33-3p
FOR SALE-rCuthbert and Marlbor- 
, bugh raspberry .canes , from- new 
planmtion, $18.00 per M., delivered in 
Kelowna; also, .young Indian Runner




. FOR. SALE -r-,Strawberry plants, 
"' Premier; Mape Gem and Magoonf 
$12,00 * p i r  thousand. Apply J. • Ed- 
: wardy-^ east of-Bankhead. " 32-4p
FOR SALE—Player piano, like new. 
1 fifty rolls music;-snap. P. O. Box 
• 121, Relowna,; or rphone. 4507, 31-3p
Yale District.
WHEREAS Proof of Loss'of Cer  ̂
tificatc of Title No. 7485a., issued to 
Charles Howard Geen, and covering 
the aliovc land, lias been filed in tills- 
Office,
NOTICE is hereby given that at 
the expiration of one month from flic 
first' publication hereof, I shall issue 
a duplicate of the said certificate of 
tillĉ  unless in the meantime valid ob­
jection thereto be made to me in 
writing.
• Djitcd at the Land Rcgi.stry Office, 




I March 8, at 3 p.m., at the home of 
Mrs. F. R. E. DeHart. 33-lc
The Women’s Institute will.meet 
at 3 p.m. on Saturday, March .̂ 5, in 
Board of Trade rooms. Mr. W. R.| 
r_̂ aw3 will give a talk on "Culture of 
Sweet Peas and Garden Peas.’’ 32-2c I« ' 101 ' ai .
The Rutland Athletic Club will hold 
a dance in the school house on Fri 
d.'iy, March 11; dancing to commcftcc 
at 9 p.ni. Barrett’s Orchestra will be 
in attendance. Good w.axcd floor. 
Admission, including refreshments, 
$1.00. 33-2cJ* « »
C. Rutherford, harness dealer some) 
years ago in Enderby, but later in 
Kelowna, was in town last week and 
rented the brick bloc’- next to Geo.J 
Sharpe’s butcher shop .md will re­
establish himself in the harness busi­
ness licrc March 1st,-—"Okanagan 
Commoner,’’-Enderby, Feb. 24,
M ^or and Mrs, Sutlicriand went to 
the Coast on Saturday. The Mayor 
attended the meeting of the Union of j 
B, C. Municipalities at Victoria on 
Monday, at which demands were for­
mulated for prcscntatiolt to the gov- j 
ernment, and were afterwards pre­
sented at a meeting of the. Cabinet.
WATER NOTICE
(Diversion and Use)
TAKE NOTICE that (Mrs.) M. E. * Carnf*mn atif! ^MrQ.V A nmero  nd ( rs.) . G. 
Binger whose address is Kelowna, B. 
C., will apnly for a licence to take and 
use two thousand gallons per^day of 
water out qf “Slough’’ on Blocks 31
According to the orchard -Survey 
Thp Ladies Hospital Aid will hold I recently completed for the Depart- 
a Sale of Home Cooking in the store, ment of. Agriculture by Mr. T  ̂ M. 
next to the Overwaitca Co., Saturday, Anderson,, District Field Inspector, 
March 5, at 2:30 p.m. Afternoon tea and assistants, the acreage under friiit | 
ivill be served. We would ask the | trees in the Kelowna district, whicH
includes the valley frbm Ellison on 
the north to Okanagan Mission on the 
south, totals 4,911.
Mr. C. Leslie Thompson arrived 
yesterday for a short visit to Mr, and 
Mrs, Leslie Dilworth. Mr. Tliomp-) 
son, who is now with the Dominion
ladies of Kelowna and the outlying 
districts to bring or send their dona­
tions, and thus help to make the sale 
a huge success,- 33-1 f|* '* ♦,
WE NEED THE MONEY—So we
Id T? ■p 7n7 f"t"' f V i , ' I ' I decided to hold what vyc, call an nu la hu  m m j,,yuii iiiiuii
CiS, J4., K.i . 2i>2, City of Kelowna, also Emergency Ball in the Morrison Hall, Sales Co. as advertising exoert and
known as tirainagc water from Bank- Thursday, March 10. Eight new beds sales manager, with headquarters at
Lead Tile Dram, which flows north- have been put in^tbe Hospital, and Calgary, was foreman of The Courier
westerly and drams into Okanagan these have to be fitted up with linen, gome twelve years ago and the pre-
Lake ;about_ west boundary of Block) etc., besides other calls which we are sent is his first visit to Kelowna since
constantly Jiacciying. C ^ e  ^ a n d  that time. Naturally, he sees many 
helix -THE LADIES HOSPITAL changes, for the better of course, and 
AID. 33-If|finds it somewhat difficult to identify
old landmarks.
49, R.^. 462, City of Kelowna,. The 
water will be diverted from the 
stream at a point about 760 feet 
south from the N.W. corner of Block 
39, R.P. 202, City of Kelowna, and 
will be used for indu.strial purpose 
upon the land described as Block 42, 
R.P. 202, City of Kelowna,
BIRTHS
FOR SALE—Three s.c. White Leg 
■ Worn roosters, scoring 215, and _ t 
few settings of eggs. A. Eutin, 
Hollywood, Rutland. : -31-3p
SMALL FRUIT PLANTS for sale;
strawberry, raspberry,; ; blackberry. 
Write Jones Bros., Okanagan Centre 
B. C. 31-3p
•FOR SALE—One milk cow, just 
 ̂ freshened. Apply J. I. Campbell, 
R. R. No. 1. 30-tfc
FOR SALE—Alfalfa hay in shed.
Apply W. D. Hobson, Okanagan 
Mission. Phone 2905. 29-tfc
FOR SALE—Hay, $30 a ton.rin stack. 
Apply, W. Price. 28-tfc
POSTS FOR SALE^Sce J. F. Guest.l 
' Phone 3702. 24-tfc
WOOD FOR SALE—$2.10 




DRY WOOD for sale. Phone 5707. 
23-3p-tfc
FOR SALE—Holstein cows and heif- 
; era, four fresh and four to calve in 
January and February.' Bankhead 
Orchard Company, Ltd. 23-tfc
W ANTED—MisceTIaneous
1 WANTED—rHorsc,— democrat , and 
harness. Horse must be suitable 
for orchard work and driving. Apply 
HE. E. Butterwick, „Rutland. 33-lc:
HELP W A N Tl^
WANTED—Pruner to work in or- 
; chard at Lyttpn, Must he experi­
enced.' Young man preferred. Apply 
R. V. Winch & Co., Ltd., Vancouver, 
B. C. 33-3c
The Fire Brigade has had two runs
H A N LO N -To Mr. and Mrs. Ste-1
iveiowna. i phen Hanlon, at Kelowna Hospital, on ------
1921. ,A copy of this notice and an HARDIE—Born, Feb. 24, to Mr. 
application pursuant thereto and to Mrs. G. T. Hardie, at the home
the“ Watcr Act, 1914.’’ will be filled 1 of Nurse Neill, a daughter. 33-lc
in the office of the Water Recorder 
at Vernon. Objections to the appli­
cation may be filed with the said 
Water Recorder or with the Comp­
troller of Water Rights, Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B. C., within 
thirty days after the first appearance 




By W. A. Cameron, Agent.
The date of the first publication of 
this notice is March 3, 1921. 33-5c




BRICK or FRAME BUILDING 
CONTRACTOR
Before Deciding Get 'His Prices 
Phone 4810
In Osoyoos Division of Yale District, 
Recording District of Vernon, and j 
Situate in Vicinity of Peachland
Take notice that Walter Edward 
Mofsh, of 1900 Neil Street, Victoria, 
B. C., occupation school teacher, in­
tends to apply for permission to pur­
chase the following described land: 
Commencing at. a jpost planted twenty 
chains (20 eh.) West of the North- 
East corner of D.L. 911, thence 
North forty, chains (40 eh.)/, thence 
West forty chains (40/ch.), tlience 
South forty chains (40^-^Ii;)Hvthehce 
East forty chains (40 eh.),- and con­
taining one hundred and sixty acres 
(160 ac.) more or less. " ""
WALTER EDWARD MORSH. - 
Per Walter Eugene Morsh, 
33-9p Agent.
tile boys were called to the Trenco 
. m.. a car having caught 
fire. The blaze "Was not a sefibus one 
and was soon extinguished. On Tues­
day afternoon, at 2:40. they responded 
in splendid style to a call from the 
residence of Mr. C. Fowler, on Mill 
Avenue, where a pile of cordwood 
had caught fire, probably from ashes 
that were fanned by the strong breeze 
blowing at the time, and was- blazing j 
fiercely. Within two and a-half min-I 
utes from the time the siren' rssu-id  ̂
Its blood-curdling screams, they were 
on the scene and had the chemical at 
work, which quickly subdued ' the 




C L ir rO R D  0 .  B IC K
INSURANCE BROKER 
Cor. Pendozi St. and Park Ave. 
Phone 216 P. O. Box 80
MRS. A. J .  PRITCHARD
L.R7A.M:7 A;R.C.Mr, saver Medal­
ist (London, England). 
Studio: Pianoforte Lessons




D ELIV ER ED  DAILY
WANTED—Housekeeper for wid- 
‘ ower with two children; ranch. 
Apply J- M. Bailey, Rutland P. O.
32-2c
TO RENT
TO RENT—Orchard and truck land 
, in the city. Apply, Lloyd, opposite 
»]Stockweirs; ‘ 33-lp
TO RENTi—Furnished bedroom for 
lady, Cadder Avenue. Call after 
half-past five. Apply Mrs. A. Bilton.
33-lp
TO RENT — Team, harness and 
■ wagon, for season; Apply Box 113, 
Courier. 32-2p
SITUATIONS WANTED
POSITION WANTED on fruit 
\ farm- by refined , and responsible 
young Englishman with fair know­
ledge of farming; good worker. Ap­
ply Box 115, Kelowna Courier. 33-tfc
MARRIED COUPLE well cxf>.,seek 
position. Box 114, c/o Courier.
33-lp
POUND SALE
NOTICE is hereby given thait, oh 
.-Saturday, the fifth day of March, 1921, 
at 1 o’clock, I will sell at public auc­
tion in front of the Glenmorc Pound 
at Glenmorc, in the County of Y.ilc 
(and being within my Pound Dis­
trict), the following impounded ani­
mals. namely:
sorrel mare, brand appears to be




A DOG buries a BONE—for the 
TIME when he’s HUNGRY— 
Doesn’t he? That’s HIS EN­
DOWMENT Policy. Being hu­
man, with the Sam^ need and in­




FIRE GIVES NO WARN­
ING. If you would feel 
SECURE, See this Insurance 
Agency ^
TODAY
Your Automobile—think! Its 
very cohstruction,' electrical 
equipment, oil, gasoline, etc., 
makes it a distinct FIRE 
HAZARD.
The cost of Automobile In­
surance is more than meas­
ured in the protection' you 
receive through Insurance. 
Automobile Liability, Colli­
sion, Fire and Theft policies 
arc very cheap. DON’T 
NEGLECT the—̂ most im­
portant f accessory of all
E. W. Wilkinson & Co.
•N. E.  ̂Corner, Bernard and 
... 'W ater Street 




CUT FLOWERS and PLANTS
H. LYSONS
KELOWNA GREENHOUSES
I a O you notice that your 
glasses are not c^uite right 
lately; that the print is not 
clear and your eyes tire easily?
Perhaps it’s because you have 
been wearing your glasses too. 
long.
Glasses that were quite suited 
to your eyes a few years ago 
might not be at all suitable now.
We would recommend that 
you have your eyes examined it 
you arc suffering any discom­
fort.
J .  B .  K n o w l e s
Jeweler and Optometrist
Possibly a number of our readers 
are unaware that they must obtain 
permits from the City or Provincial 
Police to have firearms in their pos­
session within. their premises.
Under a federal enactment which 
came into force on July 1, 1920, every 
cue is guilty of an offence and is 
liable, on summary^ conviction, to a 
penalty not exceeding one hundred 
dollars and costs, or to imprisonment 
for three months, or to both fine, 
costs and imprisonment, who (a) not 
having the necessary permit, has upon 
'nis person elsewhere than in his own 
dwelling-house, shop, warehouse, or 
premises, or is carrying concealed, a 
sheath knife, bowie knife, dagger, stil­
etto, metal knuckles, skull cracker or 
other offensive weapon.,that may be 
concealed upon the person; or (b) 
has in his possession any cannon, ma­
chine-gun, rifle, gun, revolver, pistol, 
bomb, or other firearm or any air gun, 
oi any device or contrivance for 
muffling or stopping the sound of the 
report of any firearm, without having 
a permit therefor. The penalties also 
appy to any persons who sell, give or 
lend any such weapons to anyone not 
the Ijolder of a permit, and to persons 
who, in the case of a sale, neglect to 
keep a record of such sale, the date 
thereof, the name of the purchaser 
and a description of the weapon, to­
gether with the date and place of. 
issue of the permit held by the pur­
chaser, and the name and office of the 
issuer, or neglect to send a duplicate 
of such record by registered mail to 
the person who issued such permit, or 
neglect to endorse upon the permit 
the date and place of sale, description 
of the weapon and the name of the 
vendor.
'The only exception provided Is that 
British subjects with shot-guns in 
their possession at the time of com­
ing into'.forcc of the act shall not be 
required to obtain a permit for such 
guns, but permits must be obtained 
for all shot-guns acquired after July 
1, 1920.
U P S T A I I ^
M I L U N E R Y
SPRING. 1921
M i s s  A r b u t h n o t
Will show at Kelowna on and 
after
MONDAY. MARCH 7th
the Season’s Styles of
TRIMMED ancT UNTRIMMED 
HATS
OVER THE POST O FFICE
Vi
C u r t a i n s  f o r
S u m m e r
D a y s
Here arc Curtain Materials that will aid you in 
cheering up the home. And at these remarkable 
values every window in the house may well have a 
new dress.
Scrims, Voiles and Martjuisettes—̂ omc "with
f)lain hemstitched edges while others arc trimmed ace and insertion.
Special value this week........ .............................. SSc
t
N e w  S i l k s  f o r  S p r i n g
P
Silks will be more in vogue for costume and 
 ̂ drc.ss wear this Spring than ever before. W e have 
selected these Silks for their wearing qualities and 
beautiful colorings. Here are some of the new  
values which w ill help to make .Silk still more d o  
sirablc;
W hite Jap Silk, the perfect washing material; piir 
yard ...................... ................... ............;.,..9Sc to - $2.50
-" Good quality Pongees from, per yard....7$c to $2.75
Special values in Crepe de Chenes...;,.$1.95 to $3.75
'TQleen Satin, a beautiful hea'vy material for Skirts, 




T h e Meal Shoe Jer Children!*^
M e a  BnyiD0/GIHIrea*8 
'DEMEMBERiti^*tfink
cMl thateounto—it*•tllelea8lh j 
of lue of the (hoe. Dteloweit-price* ' 
pei-day’s-wear of OBV (hoes in Cuu 
ed• ere—>
W e have a large assortment of this splendid 
make in Button and La,.ce Shoes, Black Patent 
Pumps, Brown Calf Pumps and Oxfords.
,W o m e n 's  S m a r t  S h o e s  f o r  
S p o r t  W e a r
Splendidly made' of excellent leathers in many 
new lasts are thiese new Sport Shoes for outdoor 
wear. They are just what you want to set off the 
attractiveness of your street wear, and are as com­
fortable and serviceable as they are attractivehr 
sty led ...... \ '7 '̂ ' ■
r tE F O R B  planning 
X3 your apriQg wardrobe 








They ate brimming over 
with auggestiona and 




20 c«ntn to 3S cents 
NONE HIGHER Drew 9.159 J 6 cents
Phone 361 Kelowna, B.C.
SPECIAL! SPECIAL!
COCOA (in bulk), per lb.  .......................... ..... ...... ...,..35c
ROLLED OATS (in bulk), per lb...................  ....... ,w......i.5c
PEARL BARLEY, 3 lbs. for ..: ......... . .. ..25c
All kinds of FISH In Stock for the Lenten .Season.
C i t y  C a s h  G r o c e r y
P. Capozzi Opposite the Wharf . Phone 340
, .. '
i s  I
t
PAAic m f t t i  KRLdWNA eOUKtSIl AND OKANAOAH OSCHAfiDISl THUMDAV, UAftAfi i  in
M M  IN CIINADA-4UALITY PREDOMINANT
Boiled BcatiB arc always more 
or less hard to digest, but
H ein z  Baked B eans
arc Oven Baked and arc more 
easily digested than Beans in 
any other form.
HEINZ BAKED BEANS 
arc Oven Baked and prepared 
with Tomato Sauce and fresh 
pork.
/r i
H E IN Z  CREAM O F TO M A TO  SO U P
is made from Choice Ripe Tomatoes and pure Sweet Cream and contains < 
no meat or stock..
•
We also have Heinz Chili Sauce, Heinz Tomato Chutney, Heinz Chow Chow, Heinz Sweet 
Mustard Pickles, Heinz Sour Mixed Pickles, Heinz Sweet Mixed Pickles, Heinz India Relish and 
Heinz Pure White, Malt and Cider Vinegars in bottles.
Heinz guarantee of quality stands behind every Heinz article and of course our own guarantee 
also stands behind all Heinz'goods. In fact our own guarantee stands behind every article we sell. 
We have always maintained a high grade of Quality, have alwajrs purchased from the best manufac­
turers and sell only goods that we can conscientiously stand behind.
If what you get from us docs not please you, you will confer a favor on us by telling us and wo 
will gladly replace the article or return the purchase price with a smile. .
fz *?
We have m.ide actual test with all the Other Tomato 
Ketchut)s we have in stock and find that
tfeinz Tomato Ketchup
contains less water than any of' the others. There is no 
Benzoate of Soda or other, artificial color or preservative ih 
HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP.
COSTA RICA AND'PANAMA 
^ S T I U  AT IT
PANAMA, March 3.—Costa Rican 
troops arc being rushed to the Colo 
district, where Panaman and Costa 
Rica forces have been engaged. In 
hostilities, according to dispatches to 
the government received here today. 
A steamer, it is said, has been at 
Punta Arenas taking on troops and 
munitions,^ and it is believed Costa 
Ricans pl.anncd to land these forces 
on the eastern shore of Burica Point, 
a projection of land which marks the 
Pacific cn^ of the boundary between 
Paimma and Costa Rica. Should this 
manoeuvre be carried out, Panam.'Ut 
forces which recently captured Costii 
Rican units occupying Coto to the 
north-cast would be in danger of be­
ing cut off from their base of sup­
plies. Such a move by Costa Rica 
would involve the , United States, 
since the shore cast of Burica Point 
was given to Panama under an arbi­
tration ruling of Chief Justice While 
which was  ̂handed down in 1914.
VOTE ON ADDRESS MAY
TAKE PLACE TODAY
Quality Predominant
Phone 214 GROCERS P hone 214
OTTAWA, March 3.—The vote on 
amendments to the Address is ex­
pected to take place at today’s sc 
sion, although .possibly it may ti 
come off until after midnight.
HEAVY SNOWSTORM IN 
NORTHERN SASKATCHEWAN
PRINCE ALBERT, Sask., March
3.—A heavy snowstorm accompanied 
by a strong cast wind prevails over 
northern Saskatchewan today, follow­
ing a mild spell that threatened the 
complete breakup of the winter. The 
ice on the Saskatchewan River had 
become so soft that teams using 
roadways thereon had broken through 
frequently and there were narrow 
escapes from loss of life. About three 
inches of snow had fallen up to nine 
o’clock this morning and the weather 
is much colder. i
ROYAL COMMISSION ON
GRAIN TRADE OP CANADA
MILLIQNAIRE GRAIN
m an  is  a  8U1CID
OMAHA, Neb., March 3.—Em 
Rothschild, millionaire grain operate 
and president of the Rothschild Grab 
Co., committed suicide in' his horn 
Iicrc early today. Heavy losses sus 
tained in grain and' foreign market 
speculations were responsible for hi 
act, according to notes left by Jh 
dead man.
OTTAWA, March 3.—The goyern- 
ment 1ms decided to appoint a Royal 
Commission to make a thorough in 
vestigation into the grain trade of 
Canada and report to Parliament. The 
commission will be composed of 
judge, as chairman together with re­
presentatives from the Wheat Board, 
the Grain Exchange and probably one 
or more prominent farmers. It will 
begin its sittings immcdiatcl>^.
ICE FORCES VESSEL
BACK TO ST. JOHN’S
EAST KELOWNA
(Additional)
Mr. C. H. Taylor will deliver a tec* 
turc, illu.stratcd with lantern slides, on 
Bengal and the Eastern Himalayas, on 
Wednesday, March 9, in East Kelow­
na school house at 8 o’clock. All in­
terested are invited to attend.
_— ^ ^ — _— ;------ V
Over two hundred and eighty peopk 
enjoyed the music provided by the 
Banff 'Orchestra at the dance in the 
Morrison Hall on Tuesday evening. 
This was the largest number of 
people to attend any dance this sea­
son. . ' '
ST. JOHN’S, Newfoundland, March 
3.-r’Hcavy ice packs off the New­
foundland coast forced the mail ves­
sel back to this port last night after 
she had sailed for Halifax and New 
York. She will remain here until the 
ice breaks up. Fifty passengers were 
on board.
Failure of plans to use an airplane 
to scout for seal herds for this year’s 
hunt off the Labrador coast is threat­
ened as the result qf an accident to 
the plane which was, -to have been 
used. In the trial flight'On Tuesday 
at Bolwqod, 300 miles north of this 
city, a piston was broken as the air­
plane was landing.
The rate of growth of mahogany 
is shown in Southern Nigeria, where 
the site of a town destroyed 60 years 
ago has been covered with a forest 
containing mahogany trees, some of 
which arc more than 10 feet, in diam­
eter. . ■
DID  YOU E V E R ,
Bay to your8Blf?L—"I wish I halj 
planted a few Treea and Rosê  ̂
LAST YEAR.”
 ̂ ABk E. D . WATTS, Phone 193§ 
Vernon, for Price List
D O  I T  N O W !
r
E. W.
& C O .
 ̂ BetabUehed 1893,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCI 
Corner Bernard Ave. And Water 8 
Phono 2,*t4.
8.2 ACRES, 7.8 acres 'in orchard, |  
years old, apples; pears and pruned, 
Good house of 6 rooms; small stahlel 
Price, $5,300; $3,000 cash, balance oiuj 
and two years. ■ , j
40 ACRES, first class land, suitahR, 
for 'mixed farming; bungalow of il 
rooms, with bath and pantry; wateif 
laid on; stable, 30x40; garage, chickcri 
house; buildings are. A 1. , Price; 
$16,000; half cash, balance can be ar 
ranged.
18 ACRES, IHi acres in orchard, b.al 
ance under cultivation; small hous< 
of 5 rooms. Price, $9,000; half ca.sh 
balance can be arranged.
SMALL HOUSE, consisting of sit 
ting room, 2 bedrooms, kitchen 
pantry, and cement cellar; well situ 
ated and in .good locality;clcctrii 
light and water. Price, $2,000; $1,20( 
cash, balance on easy terms.
FULLY MODERN bungalow, con, 
sisting of' sitting room, dininj 
room, 2 bedroomst^kitchen, bathroon' 
and small cellar. Price,, $4,750; terms
Listings wanted of City, and Farwl 
properties. Offjee hours:, 9 to 6. 
Saturdays. 9 to 10 p.m.
T h e  W i n g s  o f  S p r i n g  F a s h i o n s  F l u t t e r  H e r e
Bringing: glad tidings of advance styles for the new season at 
hand. v .Grisp and fresh, these new arrivals give you first hand 
inforination as to  what the styles for Spring w ill be like.
You w ill enjoy looking at these new things if only for the pur­
pose to become-posted on what*s what in color, fabric and sil­
houette. You are invited to come and see these new
Suits, G o a ts, Dresses, Blouses, Skirts and Sprin g H o s ie ry
Suit Styles for Spring
ARE VERY SN A P P Y
A “New Cloth, Made in Canada”—Hawthorne’s Jersey— 
These come in all Light Heather Mixtures, Dark Hea­
ther Mixtures and plain shades, all, new colors.
Suits ................. ............................. .............,...$30.00 to $35.00
Sports Coats ................ ....... ...................:......$20.00 to  $30.00
Navy Serge Suits; in good, plain styles, trimmed with 
embroidery, a t ............... ......... ..:.$30.00, $33.50 and $45.00
Hosiery, of Real Merit
The Evidence of Your Eyes will tell you that in ap­
pearance W insome Maid Silk Hosiery is second to none. 
Look farther and you will see that it possesses every 
attribute of perfection in Silk Hosiery.
Perfect Finish.. Perfect Shade. Perfect Shape.
In Mixtures, Black and White, Purple and 
Black, Green and Blue, Brown and Black.
^ Plain colons—Black, W hite, Tanj' Brown, Grey.
Serge and Navy Tricotine 
- Dresses
IN  SPEC IA I. SPR IN G  STY LE S
A very worthy model, coat effect, trimmed with braid 
and gold, wide tunic with scallop, armholes deep, and 
skirt moderately wide. ^
The Dress Styles for the coming season are the most 
attractive we have ever shown and comprise a very 
wide range of cloths and styles from 14 years to size 
40, at very appealing prices.
$18.50, $20.00, $22.50, $25.00, Up to $60.00.
Blouses
special Sale of 
Silk Hosiery
$ 1 .2 5
; For Saturday Selling Only.
Pure Silk and Fibre Silk Boot 
Hose at $1J15. Do not mlsa this as 
there are values up to $2.50, in­
cluding. Kayser Glove Silk.
New models ,/indicate low waist line— More Over- 
blouses in silk than cotton. Many tailored numbers in 
Crepe de Chene and Voile. Peter Pari Collars featured 
on New Spring Models. Tucks and Knife Pleating.
A Pink Voile Blouse with pleated net collar and 
cuffs and vertical rows of hand hem stitching doWn the 
front. Model of flesh-colored V oile with real Filet Lace 
(cream color) and cream-colored hand embroidery. The 
vest is pin-tucked across. W hite Voile Blouse with V  
,ncck and front fastening. The Tuxedo collar, neck and 
sleeves have Venice Lace edging. Notice that these are 
all in over-the-skirt style.
^ e t t i e o a t s - w k h - ^ l e n t y ^ f T p e p ^
Made of Spun Silk, accordion pleated, wide flounce, in 
very attractive colors— Paddy, Cerise, Navy, Copen- 
hagenT-Rose and Black:TZ7$5^50,-$6.00,-$7.00,-$7v50, $8^25 l l l l f t l f
Skirts
A Nevr Spring Skirt Model made of fine Navy .Serge.
showing novelty accordion pleating ............. .......$18.00
Other good styles in Navy Serges showing side pleating
and trimmed buttons and heavy stitching..........$15.O0
and ........... .......................... ........ . ........................... „...$17.S0
A lovely new cloth called Heatherbloom, for Sports 
Coats. These are knee lerigth and come in Heather 
mixtures, 14 to 18 years ......................... ......... ........$30.00
PEC A N  BLU E. V E L O U R  COAT, in elegant style,
. stitch trimmed, full belt and full length....$30.00, $3^00 
and ............................................... ............................ ..,......$36.00
Silks—New Importations
Lovely quality in Japanese Pongee Silks for Summer 
wear, very fine texture. Comes 32 inches wide and at 
prices from, per yard.................. ........ .........$1.2S to  $2.25
Spun Silk in heavy quality, suitable for Skirts, Middies 
and Summer Suits. Comes in Cream only, 30 inches 
wide, at, per yard .................... ......................... ........... $2.25
Beautiful-shades in “Queen Quality Satin” for Evening 
Gowns and Street Wear, in all .shades. W hite, Maize, 
Flesh, Peach, Lavender, Nile, Flame, Reseda, Grey, 
Nigger and (Topen, Per yard ................................... $4.50
L i m i t e d
Phone 215 KELOWNA, B.C. P.O. Box 208
